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Introduction to 2020 Scrapbook
In 1965, the Whitchurch Women’s Institute (no longer active) compiled a
Scrapbook of local life as part of a national competition, inspired by the local
jubilee celebrations. This is now stored and available for public viewing at
Herefordshire Archives and Records Centre (HARC). The Whitchurch and
Ganarew Local History Society (WAG) discovered the scrapbook during a group
visit to HARC. It is available for viewing at the Centre but also on the WAG
website (www.wagshistory.com). The 1965 version focused on the lifestyles of
the inhabitants and provided a very local record of life and events.
To some of us 1965 may not seem a part of what we traditionally view as
history. However, the changes nationally and globally during the last 55 years
have been staggeringly fast and would have been totally unimaginable by our
forebears. The Scrapbook is a fascinating and, often, nostalgic read.
Among WAG’s objectives are the aims to encourage interest in local history
and to create and preserve historical records for posterity. It seemed that to
prepare a comparable but modern 2020 version of the Scrapbook would fall
under these objectives.
The intention of this 2020 digital Scrapbook is to describe life in the
Whitchurch & Ganarew parish (so including Symonds Yat, Glewstone and
Crockers Ash): 55 years on from the original Scrapbook. It is intended, as far
as possible, to follow the original themes, but using 2020 technology and
format. As we live in a rural environment, there are some similarities viz
wildlife, birds etc. However, in terms of the way we live today, there are
almost no comparisons at all. Daily living has changed beyond all recognition,
as has Whitchurch and the surrounding area.
Our intention in producing this document of social, technological and
demographic changes is that at some point in the future, people can look at it
and see the changes that have taken place, just as we are now comparing life
in 1965 with present-day life in 2020. The changes have been so vast and so
fast-moving that no-one could have predicted them.
In the same way as our grandparents, or even our parents, could not have
envisaged the changes that have taken place during their lives, we cannot
anticipate future changes over a similar period. We can only guess.
How might life look in another 55 years time?
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HOW THE VILLAGE HAS CHANGED SINCE 1965

Hilary Stratford

The Parish consists of about 500 households and 1200 people. The village itself
has changed dramatically with a considerable amount of building having taken
place in recent years.
A.J. Kirby, who owned a mail order garden building firm at the southern end of
the Old Monmouth Road, had a bungalow built opposite Norton Court. His
business was sold to a Furniture company, ‘Furniture Importers’. This is now
for sale and planning permission has been granted for 9 houses.
Where once stood an imposing mansion called ‘The Grange’, this was
demolished and the housing estate Grange Park took its place.
The Mill House opposite Grange Park sold off some of its land and four
‘affordable houses’ were built there.
A new house has been built next to Apsley Mews by the owners and another at
the southern end of the village, opposite Norton Court.
Early in the 2000s, the butcher’s shop (originally built in 1962 by Bob Lincoln
and later sold to Clive Cowell) was next to the clock tower and was demolished
in 2007. The current ‘Clock House’ was built in its place and next to this is a
new build called ‘Loxleigh’. Next door to Loxleigh was Marsden House
(formerly a nursing home) but this has now been converted into a number of
houses and flats (2019/20).
On the Llangrove Road, a small cul de sac of houses has been built (Yew Tree
Close) and the former Catholic Church has been converted into a house.
In The Old Ross Road (opposite The Crown), the once derelict barn, which was
once part of Brook Farm, has been renovated and converted into an MoT
centre/garage.
Further along there have been several new builds on land of existing houses.
At the end of The Old Ross Road, the former café ‘Jo’s Diner’ has been closed
for some time now. There was also a hand car wash there, but this too has
closed. The Lowthers still own a steelworks on the other side of the A40.
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In the centre of the village, opposite the school, 3 new executive houses have
sprung up, and behind the fire station, two semi-detached houses and 2
bungalows. Next to the school is also a new build farmhouse.
The school too has expanded considerably over the years. It was rebuilt in
1965 and has about 130 pupils. It was rated as an ‘Outstanding’ school in the
2012 Ofsted report and has the motto ‘Be the best you can’. Recently it
opened the Tiny Beginnings Nursery so it can take children from the baby stage
to about 11 years old. It also provides a Breakfast Club, after school clubs and
after school care for children, all to help busy working parents.
Further up the road on the same side is a dental surgery and behind it an
industrial estate with several small businesses.
Beyond The Old Court (opposite the dentist) is another new house, built by the
owners of the hotel for their own use.
Daff-y-nant garage, on the Crockers Ash Road, which for many years had a
‘Spar’ shop following its sale to Mr. & Mrs. Hamze, is now under new
ownership by Applegreen and has a Budgen’s shop and a Greggs bakery.
Almost opposite this, were 2 fields which have now been sold for a
development of 10 houses. Work has commenced.
Further up the Crockers Ash Road is a piece of land opposite Roberts’
Transport where there is planning permission for another 5 houses - but this
land does not yet appear to be sold.
The garage on the other side of the A40 has also been redeveloped and is no
longer owned by Henry Danter.
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A Year of Record Weather 2019

Patricia Lewis

UK Weather
2019 was a year of extremes in our weather and many records
were broken for the UK. The warmest winter day on record was
recorded at Kew Gardens on the 26th February and the hottest
day ever recorded for UK at 38.7c was at Cambridge University,
25th July. In fact not only did we record the warmest winter day
and the hottest day for the UK but also we saw the warmest
Easter and hottest August bank holiday. However, there were also
many days where temperatures fell below seasonal averages and
the coldest night for seven years was recorded on the 31st
January. January also turned out to be one of the driest on
record. Overall 2018/2019 winter was the 7th warmest, 6th
sunniest and 23rd driest since 1910 in the UK. As a year 2019
finally finished 11th warmest, 11th wettest and 15th sunniest on
record.
Weather locally
It all seemed to start with normal changeable winter weather
locally then February arrived complete with an arctic blast "a
beast from the east"( phrase first used in 2018) temperatures
struggling to get over 0 centigrade and snow several inches deep
for a few days. Storm Erik hit us 8th and 9th February.
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Then there was nothing very remarkable until early March with
Storm Freya when locally we were hit by amazing winds. Much
storm damage occurred with fences lost, slates removed from
roofs and several huge trees brought to the ground. We also had
storms Gareth and Hannah in March and April respectively to
cope with. The first real flooding of the river occurred March
19th. Around this time, tables from The Ferrie Inn were washed
away and carried the length of The Wye out into The Severn and
Bristol Channel with a bench being found in Portishead upright
and ready for a picnic.
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Bench at Portishead, now being left there for the use of passers by.
(Source BBC News Hereford and Worcester)

It is worth noting that the practice of naming storms was first
introduced in 2015 as a way of arousing awareness to severe
weather conditions. The names are allotted on an annual basis
using male and female monikers alternately.
Late spring, in contrast, was beautiful and April was warmer than
average. Mid-June we experienced exceptional wet weather which
continued in July with intense downpours and reported flash
flooding across the UK.
For much of July and August I was away from home but
understand a changeable picture continued, nothing like 2018
when we had weeks and weeks of endless summer weather with
blistering heat. July however was the 8th warmest on record and
August was above average.
September started not so wonderful and rainfall in September was
well above average with 98.3mm recorded in Monmouth, one and
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a half times greater than normal. The wettest day was the 28th
with 20.9mm falling in our area.
By October we were into the wet weather spells such that gave a
wet day followed by half decent days for the rest of the year. A
yellow weather warning was in place for the whole of Wales on
the 1st October. Showers were slow moving with up to 50mm
possible in a couple of hours. 8 flood warnings and 12 flood
alerts were given for Wales on the 1st of the month. October was
the wettest month of 2019 but the 14th November was the
wettest day with more rainfall than the whole of January and the
9th wettest on record.
November recorded more than one and half times average
rainfall. Flooding of the Wye was incredible in both October and
November but nothing like what was to follow in 2020.
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THE GREAT FLOOD 2020

It is now 2020. The wet weather that we experienced during the
last four months of 2019 kept on coming. The river burst its
banks again and again until on Monday 17th February the
extraordinary happened. At midday, the river was very high. It had
come up several feet to reach the caravan park, cover the
concrete area where the large pleasure boats tie up and prevent
riverside doggie walks. By 3.30pm, the water had come across
camping fields and filled Church Lane to meet the C 1257 road
and was at the entrances to The Maze and Old Court. Some
were talking of the Elan Valley and, in particular, of the Caban
Goch dam having been overtopped due to the enormous amount
of rainfall mid-Wales had experienced.
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Waters from the dam (above) would then go into the Elan River a
tributary of the River Wye (far right on map below).

The river here in Whitchurch was now expected to rise
considerably higher and it did. By late Tuesday morning, it
peaked at the school and senior citizens were being evacuated by
the emergency services with inshore lifeboats. By Wednesday, the
waters had all receded, leaving pools and the odd lake in its
wake and the start of the big clear-up would begin, though
initially you could clearly see many were working still in shock at
what had happened.
Some claim that during this period of flooding, the Wye reached
its highest level here since 1795.
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Local tales of the flood

The waters are still rising. Yvonne and Kylie who work at the
amusement park on the banks of the river are seen below wading
through river water that has already reached the entrances to
The Maze and Old Court Hotel. It is about 3.30pm on Monday
February 17th 2020. Yvonne was telling me of how water would
soon be released from the Caban Goch reservoir which was
already overtopped and "it would be like a tidal wave coming
through". The river certainly rose considerably more in the hours
to come.
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Rescue boats brought by fire crews from Ross on Wye, assisted
our local fire crew, to evacuate the twenty four senior citizens
who lived at Whitchurch House Care Home. The elderly people
were then taken to The Larruperz Centre in Ross on Wye where
they found shelter and hot food waiting.

We also made it into national and international newspapers, as
well as onto many news channels.
Next is a photo showing the evacuation of the elderly from
Whitchurch Care Home. This was on the front page of many
national newspapers here and abroad.
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The Hereford Times carried the story of local hero Craig Allan
who, despite losing everything in this flood (he lived and worked
at the caravan park on the banks of the river), thought of others
and helped in the evacuation of Whitchurch House Care Home.

Craig Allan
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Edward and Lindsay Hayes, owners of The Maze and butterfly
farm, gave a lengthy interview to channel 4 news.

Jamie and helpers at The Ferrie Inn, Symonds Yat West, despite
the pub being inundated once again, turned their thoughts to the
needs of others. With the help of local people, friends and
customers with 4 x 4’s, food, that had been prepared and would
otherwise have been abandoned, was ferried using back-road
knowledge to The Larruperz Centre in Ross on Wye. However,
they were first turned away as it could not be used until cooked.
Here, Lucy at Woods, the village shop, lent a hand. It was all
cooked by her and returned to Ross on Wye for, no doubt, very
grateful people.
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Flooding at The Ferrie Inn (Source BBC News Hereford and Worcester)

The river Wye was in flood all the way down its length. On either
side of us it was impassable at Kerne Bridge and at St Peter's
Church, Dixton, where the flood height had not been as great
since 1947.
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The main A40 was closed between Monmouth and Ross on Wye
so, without knowledge of back roads, there was nowhere to go
from Whitchurch and Ganarew Parish. Below you see one of the
points breached at the northern end of the village where we have
Lowther's works and the garage with many motorhomes and cars
underwater.
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No one has ever known the Biblins Suspension Bridge to be
reached by flood waters and overcome but it happened
17th/18th February 2020.

The bridge was destroyed:
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However, by mid- March it has been rebuilt together with the
surface of the campsite covered with large amounts of tarmac
(judging by the full lorries going up behind our house).

An unforgettable event but one that demonstrated how our
community comes together and produces many local heroes.
Sources: The Beacon, Monmouth, Ross Gazette, Hereford Times, the Internet

A final look at the devastation:
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Covid-19 (coronavirus) Diary

Hilary Stratford
Foreword
st

The first cases of the virus arose in the Wuhan Province of China and were first identified on 31 December
2019 (but in spite of warnings by a hospital doctor that this was a new strain, was ignored for several weeks by
the Government there); the source thought to be a market where illegal meat from wild animals was being
sold. The numbers of infected people spread very rapidly, until by late January many tens of thousands had
been infected and hundreds had died including the aforementioned doctor. The whole province was locked
down by the end of January and people strictly confined to their homes. Patrols went from house to house
seeking out those infected and dragging them (some kicking and screaming) to hospitals. A new 1000-bed
hospital was built in a week during February to cope with the escalating numbers of infections.
Northern Italy was the next country to be badly affected, the centre being the town of Bergamo and
consequently many tourists visiting there on holiday spread the disease to their home countries on their
return. Italy as a whole is now in total lockdown re: movement (from yesterday). Only pharmacies and
supermarkets remain open and people have been told to remain in their homes and may only go out to shop
at their nearest store (not even for exercise). This was the start of the virus in Europe.

My Diary
th

Monday 15 March 2020: 126 countries worldwide have announced cases and a pandemic has been declared
by the World Health Organisation, but the main spread has been to mainland Europe.
The UK is some way behind in numbers of people affected, with the virus, now named Covid-19, having been
here for about a week now. Just fewer than 600 people have now been diagnosed as having the virus and to
date 10 people have died (mostly older people with multiple underlying health problems). The numbers of
those affected appears to be doubling every 4 days according to the Chief Medical Officer. The largest number
of cases seems to be in London, which it is now said, is 2 weeks ahead of the curve compared with the rest of
the country. The Prime Minister made a statement today saying we are moving into Phase 2 (‘Delay’). (Phase
1 was ‘Contain’). As yet, no further restrictions on mass gatherings have been suggested, but in public people
are advised to maintain a 1-2 metre separation in cafes, restaurants etc. and to use alcohol-based hand gel and
antibacterial wipes. Anyone who sneezes or coughs should catch it in a handkerchief, bin it and then wash
their hands thoroughly for 20 seconds. Handwashing should be observed at every opportunity after touching
any item in the public domain.
In anticipation of the possibility of getting the virus in the future I have bought paracetamol, Lemsip and throat
sweets but cannot get hand sanitizer gel or wipes at all anywhere! Luckily we have some hand gel at home
already. We have been using it whenever we have been into a shop and rigorously following the instructions
to ‘wash our hands for 20 seconds’ as soon as we get home.
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Mon 16 March: We are now well into the second, ‘Delay,’ phase of the virus, says P.M. About 1000 people
in the UK have been confirmed as having the virus and 35 people have died. We are advised to avoid all
unnecessary travel and all mass events (more than 500 people) have been cancelled.
Those living alone who show symptoms (high fever and/or dry cough) must self-isolate at home for at least 7
days. For those living with other people, if any one of them displays symptoms, they must ALL self-isolate for
14 days (in case others in the house are incubating the disease and in order to allow time for it to manifest
itself and work through). People aged over 70 have been advised to avoid social contact wherever possible
and those in this age group with underlying health problems have been told to self-isolate for up to 3 months.
We have been advised not to attend our Tuesday voluntary job tomorrow at the Hereford Archive & Records
Centre and for the foreseeable future and all our social events have been cancelled, including all meetings,
talks & events of the Local History. Our social diaries have been cleared.
There has been much panic-buying in the shops as people stockpile supplies leaving many empty shelves. One
supermarket (Iceland) will be opening its doors between 8-9 a.m. in 2 of its key locations just for the over-70s,
to allow them to access vital items. Other supermarkets have said they will follow this practice.
The stock markets worldwide have suffered great losses, with the FTSE 100 down to 5,151 points (from
approx. 7,400 just over a week ago).
Airlines have seen massive drops in passenger numbers and all European flights from the UK have been
stopped. Spain & Italy are now in lock-down and France is severely restricting movement. This is the biggest
economic and health crisis worldwide in this generation’s memory.
th

Wed 17 March: There are now 2,626 confirmed cases of the virus in the UK with 104 deaths. Those aged
over 70 who are in vulnerable groups (those with diabetes, heart disease, lung disease, asthma, suppressed
immune systems etc.) have been advised to self-isolate for up to 3 months and over-70s generally have been
told to ‘socially isolate’ themselves. Anyone who goes out should maintain a 1-2m distance from other people.
The Government yesterday announced a package of measures to help businesses to keep afloat and to aid
those who will be unable to work viz:
-

A 12-month commercial premises rates suspension and government-backed loans to prevent companies
shutting down
A 3-month mortgage holiday for those who need it
All schools in England and Wales will close from this Friday Vital exams (GCSE (16+) and A levels (18+)) will not
take place. The knock-on effect of this being that many parents will be unable to work, as they will need to
stay at home to care for their children.
Non-urgent operations and hospital appointments are being cancelled and hospitals are gearing up for large
numbers of patients needing ICU care on ventilators. Retired NHS staff are being asked to come back to work.
GP surgeries have urged everyone not to go there if they have coronavirus symptoms but to ring NHS helpline
111 and their staff are being given masks, aprons and gloves - but they say this is not enough protection.
The FTSE stock market is now standing at 5090 and the pound is standing at $1.175 against the dollar – the
pound’s lowest point since 1985.
Supermarkets are experiencing serious panic-buying and vital items such as toilet rolls, soap, bread, UHT milk
and fresh meat are in very short supply. People are stockpiling what they can and supermarkets are struggling
to meet the demands (although they say there is plenty of food available, it disappears off the shelves in
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minutes). Stocks of vital healthcare items such as paracetamol, hand sanitizing gel and thermometers have
run out completely in supermarkets and pharmacies. There are reports that they are available online at vastly
inflated prices (but some of these are ‘fake’ products). All supermarkets are under pressure with their online
deliveries and many people cannot now get delivery slots allocated. Ocado (delivery service) has closed down
its website until Saturday.
Locally all events and meetings (even with small numbers of people) have been cancelled, including church
services, which are now being offered in written form online.
I managed to do some early shopping at Sainsbury’s today – just wanted hand soap or gel and UHT milk. I
couldn’t get any of these. I bought only some fresh fruit. People were piling their trolleys high with goods,
with toilet rolls being snapped up even before they went on the shelves. Asda & Sainsburys are limiting
shoppers to a maximum of 3 items each. Morrison’s has announced that it will be taking on extra drivers to
cope with the home delivery demands and Sainsbury’s have joined Iceland in saying they will open for the first
hour on Mon, Wed & Fri to allow the over 70s, or vulnerable people to shop more safely.
Out and about in the car today in Herefordshire/Gloucestershire there is little evidence of a slowing down and
the supermarkets are extremely busy, but numbers of confirmed cases in these areas are very small to date.
We have stopped going out for coffee and/or lunch, however we are still going out for exercise to areas where
there are very few people or for drives in the car to remote areas.

th

Thurs 19 March: We are now getting daily briefings from the Cabinet. 144 dead in UK. Bank of England
reduces its interest rate to 0.1% (it was reduced to 0.25% last week). Italy now has more deaths than China.
th

Fri 20 March: 177 dead in the UK. Some 197 countries affected worldwide. People who feel ill should not
visit their GP or a hospital but go home and self-isolate for 14 days. They should not contact NHS helpline 111
unless they become seriously ill.
Most schools have closed indefinitely, however some are being allowed to remain open to ‘babysit’ children of
key workers. PM says all pubs, clubs, cinemas, theatres and restaurants must close from tonight and everyone
should ‘socially distance’ themselves.
The Chancellor offers a bail-out package to employers to pay 80% of the wage bills (up to £2,500 p.m) of staff
who cannot now work (because their places of work have closed down) paid by the Government. This is
known as ‘furloughing’. Also VAT payments for this quarter will be deferred until June and the self-employed
st
can defer income tax until January 2021 (usually due 31 July). 40 Underground stations have been closed in
London.
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I did a last shop in Morrison’s in Ross-on-Wye today just to get a few fresh items. There was very little meat
available except for chicken, meatballs and large joints (presumably with Mothering Sunday in mind on
Sunday). I still couldn’t get UHT milk, although toilet rolls were available. I also kept a hairdresser’s
appointment, as there is a very limited window now in which we will be able to do these things.
nd

Sun 22 March: The Government has now announced a ‘lockdown’, for those aged over 70, especially those
with underlying health conditions, should remain in their homes for 3 months. Daily exercise is permitted for
those who are less vulnerable.
We have enough food to last approximately 1 month and are isolating ourselves as much as possible, whilst
maintaining some exercise by going out for a walk nearby in the woods behind us, or along back lanes where
there are no people. It was a nice sunny day for the first time in ages so we drove to the depths of Wales in
the car and picnicked and then walked briefly. We encountered only a family of 4 people and kept a safe
distance from them. However the warm weather yesterday brought out hundreds of people in parks
(especially in London) and beauty spots and beaches throughout the country, most of whom were totally
ignoring the advice to maintain a 2-metre distance. The P.M. is warning that unless people observe these
conditions he may have to introduce more stringent measures.
We received a note through the door from a couple we did not know on the Doward offering help with
shopping, collecting medicines etc. They had been leafleting all round the area.
We were due to go to Devon for a couple of days today (booked in January) but we had to cancel. It was a
non-refundable deal but they have been very accommodating in allowing us to shift it to October.
rd

Mon 23 March: 6000+ confirmed cases today, 7 here in Herefordshire. 325 deaths (54 in last 24 hrs). Some
train services are near collapse and many have ceased working. It is no longer possible to register for online
shopping as a new customer as the supermarkets are overwhelmed by the demand. The largest coffee chain,
Costa, closed today.
Blood donations are needed after 15% drop. RCN is calling for better protective equipment. Millions of masks
are on order says PM. Extra powers may be needed to enforce ‘social distancing’. New legislation is going
through Parliament to limit movement and give powers to stop people disobeying instructions – time limited
for 2 years (with 6-monthly review). Those UK citizens abroad are told to come home ‘while you can’.
‘Stay Home, Protect the NHS, Save Lives’ is the Government’s message to the nation at the first of the daily
briefings.

-

PM announces we may only go out for:
Shopping – basic essentials
Exercise – once a day (alone or accompanied only by household members)
For a medical need or to help a vulnerable person
For travelling to work (key workers only)
Unnecessary car journeys are discouraged, including driving to isolated beauty spots.
Only supermarkets, food outlets (inc. those at garages) and pharmacies will remain open. Greggs bakeries
have announced they will close all their shops.
It is a lovely sunny Spring day and quite warm this afternoon. We have been staying home and painting our
fences.
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Tues 24 March: UK toll now 8077 cases (15 in Herefordshire) and 422 deaths. One large Construction
Company has closed down today. It is being debated as to whether construction should continue - probably
only where 2m separation can be maintained.
th

Cancelled my appointment at Liverpool Hospital (due 14 May). Who would want to do a 3-hour, 2- train
journey each way at what might be the height of this pandemic? Contacted Trainline to get a refund on the
tickets. This necessitated returning the tickets by recorded delivery so we drove 3 miles to our local rural
garage/post office. Also picked up a few groceries and some wine as The Wine Society emailed to say our
order placed last week would no longer be delivered. On our daily walk locally we saw a few people walking
dogs or cycling but not much traffic around.
th

Friday 27 March: UK toll today is 14,579 confirmed cases (23 in Herefordshire) & 759 deaths. The figures are
doubling every 3-4 days.
Yesterday it was announced that Prince Charles (heir to the throne) has tested positive, has ‘mild symptoms’
and is self-isolating. P.M., Boris Johnson and Health Secretary, Matt Hancock have both tested positive for
Covid-19, are self-isolating and are working from home, as is the Chief Medical Officer, Chris Whitty. All were
unable to take part in the daily briefing, so it was led by Michael Gove.
The Chancellor, Rishi Sunak, yesterday announced a package of help for the self-employed – a non-refundable
grant of 80% of average earnings over the last 3 years, up to a maximum of £2,500 p.m. – but not available
until June! They may also apply for Universal Credit where eligible, which is being increased by £1000 p.a.
Those who do not qualify for the grant may apply for it.
Police given new powers to enforce ‘social distancing’ and can give ‘on the spot’ fines.
We are still doing daily walks for about ¾ hour (approx. 2 miles). Today we walked on the hill behind the
house and up to our friends’ house, where we talked with them at a safe distance over the garden wall. We
were passed by 4 cars but saw no-one on foot. Traffic on the A40 is considerably reduced, with most vehicles
being delivery lorries of one kind or another. However there are still some cars moving around.
th

Sun 29 March: Too cold to walk this weekend. Placed an order for food from local shop ‘Woods of
Whitchurch’. Orders are being taken via email from a checklist, by Victoria, owner of The Old Court. Lucy from
Woods then calculates the cost and rings to take phone payment. We can collect tomorrow after 2pm from
the shop by ringing the bell and someone will bring it out to the car and put it in the boot. Apparently girls
from Seryn Engineering on the industrial estate by the dentist are helping to do packing.
th

Monday 30 March: 22,141 confirmed cases and 1408 deaths to date in U.K. but more testing is taking place
now hence jump in numbers. 9000 coronavirus patients are in hospital. However, Government says fewer
hospital admissions in last couple of days mean their lockdown measures are working. Millions more items of
protective equipment have been delivered to hospitals by the army. New C-PAP breathing machine (normally
used for sleep apnoea) has been developed in conjunction with Formula 1 (racing) team to prevent patients
from needing ventilation. Going into mass production - this is a big breakthrough. ‘Pop-up’ hospitals are being
prepared in London, Birmingham (NEC centre) and some other major cities. Prince Charles is well and now out
of isolation.
The height of excitement of our day was that we collected a grocery order (placed by email) from Lucy at
Woods.
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Tuesday 31 March: I have a hospital appointment in Cheltenham this afternoon, so have to go out in the car.
I was not challenged by the police. Hospital taking very few precautions except in the waiting area patients
made to sit 2m apart and I was asked to use hand sanitizer gel when I saw the woman who did an eye scan for
me. There was no evidence of the equipment being de-sanitized between patients!
th

Sun 5 April: We have been taking daily walks for about ¾ - 1 hr around our local area. We have seen a few
neighbours and/or friends and been able to talk to them at a safe distance. Otherwise the roads/lanes are
very quiet. Almost no walkers and only very occasional cars. Last Friday the A40 still had fairly constant traffic
(although much less than normal) but today it was very quiet, with only the occasional lorry, van or car.
PM (still self-isolating after 10 days) is admitted to hospital for tests as he still has a raised temperature. Death
toll in UK now reaches almost 5,000 including a 5-year old boy with underlying health problems – the youngest
victim to date. A temporary ‘Nightingale’ hospital with 1,200 intensive beds (but with capacity to expand to
4,000) was opened yesterday at the ExCel centre in London. It took 9 days from planning to opening, fully
equipped and staffed. More ‘pop-up’ hospitals are planned for Birmingham (at National Exhibition Centre),
Bristol, Manchester & Harrogate; as well as Cardiff (Wales).
th

The Queen, in a very rare event (only 5 time in her 68-year reign) gave a speech to the nation.
th

Tues 7 April: Broke a tooth last night. No dentists are seeing patients now. Dental Access Centres are
operating in cities but only seeing very severe cases i.e. acute pain, inflammation etc. I have no pain, but the
edge of the tooth is jagged and sharp and I’m worried about infection as about ¼ of a back molar has come
away. My dentist in Whitchurch advised going to pharmacy to buy emergency filling kit. This is a risk for us as
my husband is well over 70 and has mild asthma, so I can’t put him at risk unnecessarily. Phoned husband’s
dentist in village 4 miles away and they very kindly offered to leave a filling kit and instructions in a sterile pack
inside a box, outside the surgery. They were so kind and sympathetic but say they may not be able to open
until end June for me to get it fixed permanently. We had to take the car out to go and pick up the kit but
were not challenged on our journey. Back home, after a couple of false starts at mixing the dental cement, we
made a half tolerable job between us of patching up the tooth. Let’s hope it stays in place!
rd

PM has been in intensive care and receiving oxygen since yesterday. He spends a 3 night in hospital. He is
reported as being ‘in good spirits’ and not in need of ventilation. In his absence, Dominic Raab, the Foreign
Secretary is leading the cabinet.
th

Thurs 9 April: P.M. is now out of intensive care, in a recovery ward and is ‘making positive steps’. In his
absence, Dominic Raab said that the ‘social isolation’ measures are showing signs of working but we can
expect more deaths yet before the ‘peak’ of the epidemic and it is far too early to consider relaxing the current
measures. A review of the ‘lockdown is due next week’. Death toll is now over 9000. There is still insufficient
PPE, especially in care/nursing homes, where people are now dying. The national figures quoted each night
only show numbers of those who die in hospital, so the actual number of deaths could be considerably higher.
rd

We went out to the front of the house at 8pm to do the (now weekly) ‘clap for the NHS’, for the 3 time, to
help boost morale for the NHS workers putting their lives on the line to save others. All the neighbours nearby
(all 6 houses!) were out and there was a festive spirit, although we all maintained a safe space. We are
considering a street party later in the summer when this is all over. However it could be at least 6 weeks
before there are any signs of relaxation of the current measures. The ‘peak’ is expected in the next 1-2 weeks.
The Government has again urged the public not to go to ‘beauty spots’ this coming Easter weekend when the
weather is predicted to be hot.
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Sunday 12 April (Easter Sunday): The Queen has given her first ever (audio) Easter speech from isolation in
Balmoral. She asserted that we will get through this and highlighted the Christian Easter message of light and
new beginnings. The P.M. has left hospital and is going to Chequers to recuperate.
Deaths exceed 10,000 now. NHS and care workers say there is still insufficient PPE (in spite of the Government
saying on Thursday it had delivered 700 million pieces with the aid of the army) to keep NHS and other health
workers (such as in care homes and hospices) safe. 24 nurses & doctors have died to date. Statistics show
that there seems to be a higher percentage of ethnic minority deaths and infections.
It was reported yesterday that some 1.5million people could be in danger of starving as the Government’s bail
out measures are missing a large number of people and the available grants and benefits are taking too long to
materialize.
It is still possible to order some goods online and I received a pair of sandals I had ordered. However my wine
order has still not arrived but is promised ‘in the next 2 weeks’. All garden centres have closed, but the Woods
of Whitchurch have bought in a range of bedding plants.
th

Tuesday 15 April: There is much criticism of the government for ignoring the plight of staff in care homes,
home care workers and hospice staff who are not getting sufficient PPE. Covid-19 is now running rampant in
several care homes with many elderly people dying. These numbers have not been included in the
rd
Government’s figures to date however the ONS today released figures only up to 3 April, that showed there
had been some 6,000 more deaths than would have been expected to that date. A review of the ‘lockdown’ by
the Government is due on Thursday but it is expected to remain in place for at least another 3 weeks.
Our Memorial Hall in Whitchurch has received a £10K grant from Herefordshire C.C. to help with loss of
income.
We are no longer getting mail deliveries on a Saturday.
th

Sunday 18 April: PPE provision is now in crisis. 800,000 items of PPE are expected from Turkey by air today
but this will probably last only 2-3 days. Parks that have shut their gates have been told to reopen to allow
people to exercise but it is not permitted to sit on park benches for any length of time, nor to picnic – only to
exercise. Previously funerals were not allowed to be attended by mourners, but the Government has now said
it is important that ‘close family members’ are allowed to attend in order to grieve properly. County Councils
have been given additional funding.
th

Friday 24 April: Some 19,500 people have now died in the UK and although new infection numbers have
dropped off and it is considered that we have reached the peak of this epidemic now, it is warned that
numbers of infections could rise with additional testing. Hospital deaths however, now seem to be falling.
The airlift of PPE was delayed until Wed by which time the PPE crisis became critical. Hospitals are running out
of essential equipment used for dialysis and nursing homes are still not getting all the PPE they need. 100 NHS
staff have died. This is skewed towards ethnic minority immigrants. The Government’s promise to achieve
100,00 Covid-19 tests by the end of the month has only reached a daily take-up of 23,000, but more test
centres have opened. Self-testing is also being trialled.
US President, Donald Trump announces that injecting disinfectant into the body could help to cure the virus,
since it kills it on surfaces! He has become a laughing stock around the world and it has prompted messages
from major disinfectant manufacturers telling people never to ingest their products, inject them, or use them
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on the skin. Trump also suggested that high doses of UVA into the body might cure the virus too and seriously
suggested to his health team that they should be doing trials. The man is an imbecile! Perhaps he would like
to volunteer to be a guinea pig for these treatments?
Meanwhile, in the UK, human trials (the first in the world) began yesterday on a potential vaccine. It will be
several months before the results are known.
The weather has been lovely this week and we have continued our daily walks, sometimes driving a short
distance to walk along the river Wye at different points.
th

Mon 27 April: The P.M. returned to Downing St. today, and the next day announced the birth of his son. He
said he had a ‘close call’ in hospital and narrowly avoided having to go on a ventilator.
An emergency PPE order of some 800,000 items ordered from Turkey has been delayed.
I made some masks for Paul and myself today. We do not need to use them yet, but it is in anticipation of
being somewhere where it is difficult to maintain the ‘social distancing’ e.g. in a supermarket.

th

Wed 29 April: There is growing concern about lack of PPE both in hospitals and in care homes. The Turkish
order finally arrived, but it is thought it will only last a few days. Most interviews on television are now being
done ’virtually’ from home. This is also true for business conferences, which are being conducted on ‘Zoom’.
This is also a platform for family members to have shared experiences, such as ‘virtual’ parties, or quizzes. It is
proving very popular.
th

Thurs 20 April: Matt Hancock, Health Secretary announced that that there had been 122,000+ Covid-19 tests
today. (However it subsequently transpired that this included some 40,000 tests posted out, but not yet
tested), so they had manipulated the numbers to say they had reached the target.
rd

Sun 3 May: The death rate in care homes is growing fast. Staff say they cannot access the correct PPE and
don’t feel safe.
The BBC has run out of recorded episodes of The Archers and this week is broadcasting old episodes – for the
first time since its inception in 1951.
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Tues 5 May: The Government has launched a ‘track & test’ app for trial in the Isle of Wight. This is considered
to be the way forward for easing the lockdown. If successful it will be rolled out to the whole of the UK. Many
think this is ‘too little, too late’.
The Memorial Hall AGM due to take place mid-May has been postponed.
I am still communicating with our French friend Jean to improve my French and also transcribing Paul’s father’s
diary for 1944 (The Invasion).
th

Thurs 7 May: Deaths now exceed 30K, but are reducing day on day in hospitals, however deaths in care
homes remain high. There will be a review of the ‘lockdown’ and Boris Johnson will make an announcement
this coming Sunday. It was announced today that much of the Turkish PPE order received last week cannot be
used as it did not meet UK safety standards. Still only 83,000-odd tests done today.
th

Fri 8 May: The May bank holiday has been moved from last Monday to today, to allow for the V.E. Day
celebrations. It is 75 years today since V.E. (Victory in Europe) Day – the end of the second World War. Many
celebrations were planned but could not take place (although there were online celebrations), but everyone
did their best and the residents of one terraced street in Chester dressed in 1940’s costumes and had tea,
outside their front doors. There was a fly-past by the Red Arrows (aerobatic flying team) over the white cliffs
of Dover and people raised a glass at 3pm to celebrate all those who took part in WW2. The Queen (now aged
94 and isolating at Windsor Castle for the foreseeable future) made a speech telling everyone to ‘Never
despair, never give up’ and told of her memories of the original V.E. day celebrations as a teenager.
Lucy at Woods of Whitchurch offered scones (free to the over 70’s) and the usual Friday fish & chips.
Here in Crockers Ash, Whitchurch, we put up bunting and union flags and met with our neighbours on the
drive outside our house (socially distanced) to sing WW2 songs. Not much singing took place as not many of
us had good voices and we couldn’t remember the words to the songs, but we had a chance to talk to
neighbours we seldom meet normally and to get to know them better and it made for a nice early evening.
At 8p.m. we received a call from our French friend Jean & his wife Monique and learned how life under Covid19 is in France. They are reducing some of their lockdown measures from Monday and more shops will open,
although people shopping must wear masks and can only be out for an hour. They must record by mobile
phone the time they leave home.
th

Sat 9 May: The coronavirus news today is that more than 31,000 people have now died in the UK, in all
settings - more than anywhere else in Europe (but it is thought that different countries count the numbers in
different ways. However, numbers of deaths and new infections, also numbers in intensive care are now
decreasing day on day. The Government is still not meeting its 100,000 testing target but nevertheless the PM
has announced a new target of 200,000 tests by the end of May.
th

Sun 10 May: Boris Johnson set out his ‘road map’ for getting us out of ‘lockdown’ – but all is very dependent
on keeping the R (reinfection rate) below 1. From tomorrow, those who cannot work from home should go to
work, but not take public transport ‘especially those in construction or manufacturing’. From Wednesday, we
may all take more than one period of exercise per day and also drive to go somewhere to walk, sit in the sun,
or picnic. Schools may begin to return from the beginning of June. Then in July other outlets such as
hospitality, restaurants etc. may be considered. However, if the R rises above 1, we could be locked down
again (possibly by geographical area). Those flying into the UK will have to self-isolate for 14 days (except for
people coming from N.I. & France). The new watchwords now are: Be Aware Control the Virus Save Lives
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th

Mon 11 May: There has been much criticism of the PM’s announcement yesterday and allegations that it is
ambiguous. Today, the Government has published a 50-page document, explaining its intentions in more
detail:
From this Wed everyone can:
- go to work if they can’t work at home, but shouldn’t use public transport (guidelines for safe working will be
issued to businesses) if they can avoid it
- meet with one other person from outside our household, but outside only, at a safe distance
- go fishing, play golf or tennis, with a person from your household only
- drive any distance to exercise in England.
- visit a garden centre
Face masks should be worn at work and in public places such as shops (or where it is difficult to ‘socially
distance’). Also when flying.
st

No earlier than 1 June: Aim is to get years 1 & 6 primary school children back to school for a month before
term end. Some non-essential retail businesses may open.
No earlier than 4th July: All remaining businesses e.g. hairdressers/beauty salons, pubs/hotels, places of
worship, leisure facilities incl. cinemas. Social distancing will have to be maintained.
Note: These guidelines apply to England only. The other devolved governments in the UK are adopting
different measures e.g. in Wales it is not permitted to drive anywhere to exercise, so we can’t drive into Wales
to do this. However garden centres, libraries and waste disposal sites in Wales are being opened from today.
th

Wed 13 May: The rates of new infections, those in ICU and deaths across the country are all on a downward
trend now. Garden centres in England are open from today, so we were able to buy plants and vegetables.
st

Thurs 21 May: Matt Hancock, Health Sec’y, has announced a new swab test that will only take 20 minutes to
get a result, following criticism that current test results are taking far too long (at least 5 days). Additionally
the ‘test, track and trace’ system currently being trialled in the Isle of Wight is planned to be rolled out to the
st
rest of the UK by 1 June.
Yesterday was probably the hottest day of the year and brought out many people to the beaches and beauty
spots. There is much concern by Government that the correct social distancing might not be maintained,
especially with another upcoming bank holiday next Monday. There have been reports of people flouting the
rules by staying overnight in camper vans. The Government has warned that this could lead to ‘lockdown’
again if the ‘R’ number rises.
Hopefully we are seeing an improvement in the situation. Only posterity will tell us how this finishes but our
Scrapbook needs printing so I will finish here.
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Farm Diary 2019. Lewstone Farm, Ganarew, Monmouth, NP25 3SS.
Holding no: 17/081/0006
Ann Herbert
Total farm size: 237 acres (96 hectares) of which 85 acres are let out on a Farm
Business Tenancy, growing wheat, barley, oilseed rape and field beans.
16 acres woodland and 1 acre tracks, ponds, yards.
122 acres grassland, 13 acres turnips for winter feed.
Enterprises:
1) 16,000 free range hens for egg production,
2) beef cattle, about 25 over the summer, 50 over Winter, sold as stores,
3) small flock of sheep as well as tack sheep ,
4) 2 pigs,
5) school visits to the farm paid for by Stewardship. We receive Single payments
and have a Mid Tier Farm Stewardship Agreement.
Employees: in addition to our own labour we employ 3 part time staff.
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January
Wet and windy; drains overflowing. Hens now 19 months old, end of commercial
life, quality of eggs poor, hard work grading and packing, production 86%. All
collected on night of 24th. Lorries arrived 9 pm, gang of catchers finished by 4.00
am. All caught by hand and carefully packed in crates, off to Gainsborough.
Following days busy cleaning out muck. Then 2 men in to pressure wash building.
29th: 1st lambs born, quads on 30th. 100 tack ewes on turnips, 50 on grassland.
February
Mild and wet. Continuing to wash, disinfect and repair hen shed. New pullets
arrived 16th at 16 weeks old, requiring lots of attention, weekly light changes, feed
+ water checks.. 18T hen food delivered every 10 days. No eggs laid yet. 4th: sold
last 8 hoggets at Mon Livestock market. First skylarks heard 9th. Took part in
National farmland bird count on 6th, saw siskins, blackbirds, yellow-hammers,
pigeons, sparrows etc. (1400 farmers participated). 26th: Muckspreading in Pool
Orchard + Broad Close. Last lambs born.
March
5th: First eggs - 2 doz by 7th. 8th: TB tests all cattle, results 11th ok. Muck spreading
Lower Meadow, Lawns, Lower Crockers Ash. Tack ewes from turnips and grassland
returned to their farms. Lighting increased weekly in hen shed, hens let out onto
range, hens weighed. Eggs increasing daily and 8000 doz weekly by 28th. Too
many floor eggs having to be picked up.
Daily routine: Ann & Jim in shed by 7.00am, picking up eggs on floor/not in boxes;
checking feed/water/ hen health until 8.00a.m. Angela arrives 8.30, runs egg belts,
washes dirty eggs, checks eggs on belts as they go into trays. Trays put onto pallets
and collected by lorry 3 times a week. She works until 2.30p.m. checking in shed
twice more. Automatic doors open to let hens out a.m. and shut in p.m.
April
3rd: All lambs wormed. 11th: Manitou inspection for health and safety. 13th:
Livestock feed mill inspection Hereford Council. V. good weather mid-April. 18th: 2
pigs to abattoir. 20th: Primary school visit (Gorsley) 'growing plants'. 15T barley for
cattle and sheep delivered. 28th: last 7 cattle to Ross market, weight about 500kg,
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made £800 to £900. Fences and hedges all checked and repaired. Young cattle out
to Mill field. 29th: First new lambs to market, made £96. Hens laying at 95%,
average 1254 doz per day. Routine blood samples taken. Some hens smothered.
May
Egg numbers down, hens given multivitamins. Problems with feed track, required
repairs. Water tanks taken out of hen shed and cleaned. 13th: sent 10 lambs to
market £97. Ewes dagged & sheared on 14th. 20th: Nettles in Sheep Wash and
thistles in Pool Orchard sprayed with quad. 23rd: Lambs wormed, 21st: hens
wormed. 29th: British Egg Industry Council inspection.
June
1st & 2nd: primary school visits, Year 5 'Life Cycles'. 8th: Year 4 stream studies, 9th:
Reception year 'mini beasts'. (More visits throughout June and July). Roundup
around hen range, trees and fences. 14th: visit by Ugandans for 3 days (part of John
Kyrle High School/ Kisiki link). 16th: turnips planted in The Links (min. till). 24th: 4
lambs to butcher, 5 to market. 25th: tack ewes and lambs back.
Hen shed sprayed for red mite. Production 95%.
July
Egg production 95%. Acid through water lines at night to clean them. Dry weather
at last. 7th: AONB group here for farming awards judging. 13th: Silage cut and
baled (58 big bales in part of The Lawns, 125 in Broad Close ). 10th: Hay cut, turned
daily and baled 15th. - 250 bales. 17th: hauled big round bales. 18th: lambs weaned
and 12 yearling ewes purchased. Topping in Lower Meadow. 23rd: Pulling ragwort
(by hand) in Vegasses. Routine salmonella test for hens (every 3 months). 26th:
Ewes' feet trimmed. Freedom Food (RSPCA) inspection of hens - no nonconformances. Wild flower meadow mown. 29th: Ewes udders and teeth checked;
rejects sorted, rest wormed and given fly-repelling treatment.
August
Egg production now about 92.5%, 1200 doz per day. Red mite treated.
5th: The Lawns sprayed with Roundup ready for ploughing and re-seeding (grass
quality had declined after 20 years, and weeds prolific). 8th: Wheat in Patches
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combined - (this field let out but we have straw from it). Baled 145 small bales,
then 50 big bales. Made hay in wild flower meadow. 15th: Teaser in with ewes.
22nd: Ram checked, wormed and vaccinated. 27th: Won AONB Farming Award! for
environmental measures and school visits. 29th: Muck spreading in Lawns.
September
Cooler weather and slight rise in egg production, 94%, 1220 doz per day. Generator
and compressor serviced. Range fence repositioned. Ram in with ewes on 1st, blue
raddle. Electric fence put up in lower meadow to restrict sheep area. Raddle on
ram changed on 17th to orange. 18th: Lawns ploughed, worked down and planted
with grass seed by Watkins Contractors. Manitou serviced on 30th.
October
Egg production around 93%. Shed treated for red mite. Salmonella testing. Floor
eggs gradually increasing so efforts made to reduce problem. Fence repairs in Little
Yeld.
Ann and Jim on holiday 2 weeks. Bio-security measures increased as Avian
Influenza cases in the country.
November
Egg production slight drop 92.5% and still too many floor eggs. Feed pipe at top of
silo repaired using cherry picker. Ram removed from ewes. Silage taken out to
cattle. 14th: very wet. Problem with Cattle feed mill, belts burned, repairs needed.
25 new 3 month old cattle arrived - all given tracherine to protect against
pneumonia on 25th. Young ram lamb vasectomised to act as teaser next year.
Defra orders to keep hens shut in to protect against AI. Older cattle brought in to
barn on 29th for the winter.
December
Egg lay 92%. Hens still shut in. 100 tack sheep onto turnips. 2nd: (field divided into
strips to last 2 weeks with electric fence). 5th: 8 cattle TB tested ready for sale (clear
test necessary in 60 days before sale). Clear results on 8th. 21st: ewes given oxytet
to prevent abortion. Ewes scanned to see lambing potential - 1 barren, 2 with
quads, rest triplets, twins, singles, all marked. 13th: started feeding ewes
concentrate; this increases over 6 weeks up to 2 lbs per head.
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Birds seen at a garden in Crockers Ash in 2019
Hilary Stratford
With drawings by Gail Ferrigan
Regular Visitors:

Occasional Visitors:

Blue tit

Woodchat shrike

Long-tailed tit

Green woodpecker

Coat tit

Redstart

Great tit

Woodpigeon

Carion Crow

Nuthatch

Chaffinch

Pied wagtail

Song thrush

Linnet

House sparrow

Turtle dove

Blackbird

Jackdaw

Magpie

Great Spotted Woodpecker

Brambling

Bullfinch

Bullfinch

Goldcrest (below)

Robin (below)
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Birds of the Whitchurch Area 2019

Penny Walshe

In 2019, 80 different species of birds were recorded within the parish. This is
an increase on 1965 of some 9 from the 68 recorded in the Slice of Life book
but within this number there have been some notable changes and sadly some
which are no longer recorded in the county.
It must be remembered that year lists depend on the skill and time available to
the recorder and the vagaries of the weather. There has also been a vast
improvement in the quality of optical equipment over the last 50 years, which
has helped with visual observation. However, sightings are following a national
trend and it must be assumed that for the majority of the absent birds that
their range and the size of the population has decreased over the last 50 years
or so.
The much-loved nightingale can no longer be seen or heard in the area and
the lesser spotted woodpecker and bearded tit have to be searched out
elsewhere. The last official record in the county of a turtle dove was Hope
Mansell in 2003. The geese identified in 1965 were most probably greylags and
have now been joined by the ubiquitous Canada goose and there has also been
an increase in the number of raptors and gulls sighted.

Great spotted woodpecker
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Comparison of Data Entries
No Species
1965 2019 No Species
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
38
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Buzzard
Kestrel
Sparrowhawk
Red Kite
Goshawk
Peregrine
Hobby
Black Backed Gull
Lesser Black Backed
Herring Gull
Common Gull
Black headed gull
Raven
Carrion Crow
Rook
Jackdaw
Magpie
Jay
Barn Owl
Little Owl
Tawny Owl
Red legged Partridge
Pheasant
Greylag Goose
Canada Goose
Cormorant
Grey Heron
Shelduck
Mute Swan
Mallard
Mandarin Duck
Goosander
Moorhen
Curlew
Snipe
Jack Snipe
Green Woodpecker
Great Spotted Woodpecker
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker

Swift
Swallow
House Martin
Sand Martin
Pied Wagtail
Grey Wagtail
Yellow Wagtail

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

Chaffinch
Gold Finch
Greenfinch
Bullfinch
Brambling
Linnet
Hawfinch
Siskin
Goldcrest
Lesser Redpoll
Hedge Sparrow
House Sparrow
Yellow Hammer
Wren
Meadow Pipit
Spotted Flycatcher
Wren
Blue Tit
Great Tit
Long Tailed Tit
Bearded Tit
Coal Tit
Blackbird
Robin
Starling
Nightingale
Song Thrush
Mistle Thrush
Fieldfare
Redwing
Wood Pidgeon
Collared Dove
Stock Dove
Turtle Dove
Cuckoo
Black Cap
Chiffchaff
Willow Warbler
Whitethroat
Garden Warbler
Wood Warbler
Nuthatch
Tree Creeper
Redstart
Dipper
Kingfisher

1965 2019
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
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Lepidoptera

Penny Walshe

The last survey of life in Whitchurch did not include any detailed record of
these species but it almost certain that they were much more numerous sixty
years ago. The change in agricultural methods and the increased use of land
for housing and industry has had a great impact on the whole range of fauna
and flora and moths and butterflies have not been exempt from this impact. It
has been reported over a number of years that butterflies and moths have
been in decline and, in some areas, re-introductions have taken place. It is the
species that have the most specialised of requirements to successfully breed
that have suffered the most and it is only in recent years has our
understanding of these breeding patterns been understood e.g. Large Blue
which requires the assistance of ants to breed.
However, Herefordshire with its still largely rural nature and lack of
development, remains a very good place to study Lepidoptera. Whitchurch and
its immediate environment have some areas which are owned by the Wildlife
Trust specifically for the protection of specific species, namely Grizzled and
Dingy Skippers, Wood White and Pearl Bordered Fritillary (Butterfly image at
top of article), which is now restricted in its range. There is a range of habitats
in our local area from farmland, deciduous and coniferous woodland, river and
stream banks and villagers’ gardens and also a range of vegetation as a result
of different underlying bedrock. All these factors combine to produce a very
varied ecology, and this is reflected in the number of species that can be found
in the locality, some very special to the area.
Of course, no two years are the same due to the weather and the availability of
the observer, but on average about 500 macro moth species are recorded each
year. Some are very common and can be found in large areas of England and
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Wales, but others are local specialities and may only be found every few years
e.g. Blue Underwing was found in 2018 but not the following year although it
was trapped in other nearby areas in Gloucestershire. The true picture can only
really be assessed over a number of years and by looking at trends. It is
probable that over 1000 species have been recorded over time in the local
area and 700 by the local recorder over the last 10 years.
So far, this article has only mentioned macro moths but there are also many
thousands of micro moths, many hundreds of which have also been identified
in the Parish of Whitchurch and Ganarew.
Climate change is something that concerns and will, in time, affect us all.
Gardeners amongst us will have already noticed seasonal change with spring
flowers appearing earlier and the unpredictability of the weather and this is
also having an effect on our Lepidoptera. Breeding cycles are now often earlier,
and we are beginning to see more migrant varieties travelling north from the
continent as their range shifts e.g. Long Tailed Blue butterfly is now frequently
being found along the South coast.
It would be interesting to see how, when another group of villagers decides to
record a snapshot of life in Whitchurch in 60 years’ time, the picture will have
changed but for now Whitchurch remains a great place to study this very
interesting feature of our local ecology.
Notable moths from Whitchurch this year were the L-album Wainscot with a
first county record in June, and a second one in July. This has spread up the
Wye Valley from Monmouthshire in recent years. Second county records of
Least Carpet and Kent Black Arches in July were also notable, these arriving
from the south east direction.
Special moths of the area include:

Silver Cloud
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Great Oak Beauty

Ruddy Carpet

Waved Carpet
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Mocha

Blomer's Rivulet

Little Thorn
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Wild Flower Survey

Gail Ferrigan

Introduction
During 2012-13, I undertook a survey at my home in Symonds Yat as part of a
botanical art course. It involved identifying and recording plants and shrubs in
a designated area and was accompanied by illustrations. This new project gave
me a chance to update this material and below I have provided the results of a
2018-19 survey with notes on the changes. I am not a botanist and the
occasional question mark indicates where I was not 100% certain of my
identification.
Habitat
I chose a part of the property that comprises a former limestone quarry which
was decommissioned in the later C18th. It is situated in mixed woodland on
the steep western side of the gorge. I also included (where accessible) the
banks above and below the quarry and a terraced area lower down, which is
associated with the Symonds Yat Lime Kiln situated on the lane below. The
terrace is partially cultivated.
The soil in both areas is the original glacial clay with thin top soil, leaf mould
and has a high lime content. Drainage and soil quality are both poor. The
woodland includes oak, ash, beech, yew, hazel, sycamore, horse chestnut, field
maple, bird cherry and holly. There are large numbers of ferns, mainly Harts
Tongue fern, but also varieties of Dryopteris; I have also introduced ferns over
the last thirty years.
Although much of this area is ‘wild’, the woodland, where accessible, is
managed and about half the quarry floor is mown, usually twice a year. We
have also introduced shrubs. Every spring, there is a sea of wild garlic and if
this was not controlled to some extent there would be no bluebells or
primroses. Finally, as the quarry is close to cultivated areas there are some
interlopers e.g. Vinca minor alba has colonised the banks at the entrance to
the quarry (Lesser Periwinkle) and Honeysuckle grows amongst the brambles.
In spite of the tendency towards a monoculture of wild garlic and Harts Tongue
fern, I was delighted to be able to identify almost fifty species of wildflowers
and shrubs.
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There weren’t actually many differences between the surveys. I was unable to
check a specimen of Euronymus europaens ((Spindle) which in 2012 was
growing above the quarry; the closure of the C1257 has made this area very
difficult to access. Two species had disappeared. The first was unsurprising, a
single plant of Filipendiva ulmaria (Meadow sweet) had survived for some
years on the quarry floor but, as its common name suggests, it prefers more
open and fertile conditions. A more surprising disappearance was Eupatorium
cannabium (Hemp Agrimony). In 2013 there were several large plants growing
with Woodspurge on the point where the mown and unmown areas of the
quarry floor met.
I have added two plants to the list. Specimens of Rose Bay Willow Herb
(Epilodium augustfolium) appeared on a bank in 2019. Secondly, Aconitum
napellus is a British native but I was uncertain of this in 2013 and excluded it.
The plant in question has been growing for over thirty years in an area where,
apparently, a neighbour used to grow Christmas trees. It has grown a little,
but, I suspect, is out of its comfort zone and hasn’t reproduced. Finally in the
period between the two surveys, I think I have managed to eradicate two
rogue species, on the advice of the RHS. Himalayan Balsam is a beautiful pest
and damaging when it invades river banks, whilst Hyacinthoides hispanica
(Spanish bluebell) is apparently genetically stronger than our native bluebell
and will cross-pollinate and infiltrate colonies, eventually taking over.

Hieracium androsacium
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Plant Survey 2018-2019
Latin names

Common names

Aconitum nappellus

Monkshoof, Wolfs Bane

Ajuga reptans

Bugle

Anemone nemerosa

Wood Anemone

Allium ursinum

Wild Garlic

Arum italicum

Wild Arum

Bellis perennis

Daisy

Circaea lutatiana

Enchanted Nightshade

Clematis vitelli alba

Old Man’s Beard

Crataegus monogyna

Hawthorn

Dactylorhiza jushsii

Common spotted orchid

Epilodium

Rose Bay Willow Herb

Euphorbia ciliatum
Euphorbia amygdaloides

Wood Spurge

Fragria vesca

Wild Strawberry

Fritillaria meleagris

Snakeshead Fritillary

Geum urbanum
Galium aparine?

Goosegrass

Geranium ludicum
Geranium robertium

Herb Robert

Hedera helix

Ivy

Hieracium aurantiacum

Haekweed, Fox & Cubs
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Hypericum angrosacinum

St. John’s Wort

Hypericum perforatum
Iris foetidissima

Gladwyn or Stinking Iris

Lysmachia nummataria

Creeping Jenny

Mycetis muralis
Mysotis arvensis

Forget-me-not

Mysotis sylvatica

Forget-me-not

Plantago major

Plantain

Plantage lanceslata

Plantain

Primula vulgaris

Primrose

Prunella vulgaris

Sealheal

Pulmonaria officinalis

Lungwort

Ranunculus repens

Buttercup

Rosa canina

Eglantine, Dog Rose

Rubus fructosus

Blackberry

Scilla non scripta now

Bluebell

Hyancinthoides non scripts
Stachys sylvatica
Tamus communis

Bryony

Tarazacum officinalis

Dandelion

Trifolium dubium

Lesser trefoil

Trifoliun repens

White clover, Shamrock

Urtica dioca

Stinging nettle
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Veronica chamaedrys

Speedwell

Vicia cracca

Tufted vetch

Viola comma

Dog violet

Viola adorata

Sweet violet

Allium ursinum

Frutillaria meleagris

Iris foetidissima
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Wild Flowers observed at Lewstone Farm between January and August
2019 (no new species spotted after August)
Jim Herbert
January
February
March
April

May

June

July

August

Snow drop, daisy, white dead nettle, creeping toadflax,
primrose.
Speedwell, red dead nettle, celandine, wood anemone,
wood spurge, mustard bittercress
Daffodil, dandelion, dogs mercury, white violet
Alkinet, forget me not, wild arum, hedge garlic, greater
stitchwort, herb Robert, bluebell, lady's smock, cow
parley, cowslip, ground ivy, blue violet, groundsel,
ribwort plantain, greater plantain, red campion, lesser
cranesbill, yellow archangel, chickweed, comfrey,
rush, sedge.
Marsh marigold, marsh cress, wood spurge, pea vetch,
blue bugle, buttercup, sow thistle, herb bennet,
valerian, white briony, wild strawberry, scarlet
pimpernel, silver weed, tufted vetch, lady's bedstraw,
stinging nettle, dock, yellow rattle, bird's foot trefoil,
red clover, white clover, weld, ground elder, goose
grass, rough chervil, black medic, wall pennywort.
Hawkbit, mouse ear, bistort, charlock, ox eye daisy,
yellow flag, ragged robin, enchanter's nightshade,
marsh thistle, blackberry,
elder, poppy, woundwort, lesser willow herb,
stonecrop, mayweed, foxglove, fat hen, purple
loosestrife, greater willow herb, woodbine, agrimony,
dropwort, selfheal, St. John's wort, ragwort, saxifrage,
knapweed, rocket, lady's mantle, yellow vetchling,
bullrush, bittersweet, centaury, chamomile, evening
primrose, cinqfoil,
Common mallow, musk mallow, small mallow, greater
bindweed, lesser bindweed, creeping plum thistle,
burdock, white campion, field scabious, white mallow,
chicory, teasel, goosefoot, spear thistle, rose bay
willowherb, woodsage, honeysuckle, butterbur,
figwort, water mint, meadowsweet, tansy, clematis,
wild hop, hemp agrimony, goat weed, feverfew.
Black briony, Good King Henry, buddleia, wild clary,
ivy, monkey flower, brooklime, yellow pimpernel
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Other Wildlife in the Whitchurch Area

Penny Walshe

The slice of Life book of 1965 recorded a number of mammals and other
wildlife seen over the year.
Unfortunately, the current working group was unable to carry out such
detailed recording, but we know that quite a number of these species are still
to be found in the area.
These include grey squirrels, roe deer, fallow deer, Muntjac, wild boar (which
have crossed over from the Forest of Dean,) voles, shrews, rabbits and moles.
Both grass snakes and adders have also been spotted and the occasional
hedgehog and slow worm.
Although nationally the insect population has declined, significantly large
numbers are still to be found in the area and we also have the odd invader e.g.
the harlequin ladybird. The first occurrence of this species in Herefordshire was
recorded in Whitchurch.

Harlequin ladybird
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Cars and Modern Trends

Peter Hunt

Car Usage
The car is still completely ubiquitous in the UK. Private ownership of cars in the
UK is, with the exception of London, greater than at any time in our past. The
national average is 1.2 vehicles per household. Whitchurch and Ganarew
Parish is likely to be no different.
Data on car ownership in Whitchurch, or even Herefordshire, is not
available, but Government statistics show us data for Rural villages and
hamlets (National Travel Survey 2017/18). Whitchurch is likely to be similar to
this data. We can, therefore, assume then that about 93% of our households
have at least one vehicle. In the 1950’s that figure would have been about 14%
- a seismic change.
The average annual mileage for a family car nationally has decreased from
9,700 miles in 1996 to 6,659 in 2018. It is quite likely that mileage in our area is
higher than the national average given the need to travel further for local
services. However the number of private and light goods vehicles has risen
consistently as the chart below shows.
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Given our own mileage from the village and the through traffic on the busy
A40 then as a community we must experience much more traffic than would
be expected for a rural area. This probably means more pollution as well.
Particularly as road traffic is now responsible for more atmospheric pollution in
Britain, and probably in Whitchurch, than any time previously
In our parish, pollutants from vehicles are not measured but last year some
readings were taken in the vicinity of the A40 dual carriageway in Pencraig,
where significant levels were detected. It could be argued that concentrations
would have been higher in Whitchurch, due to its less elevated and less well
ventilated terrain. However, none of the houses nor the school is really close
to the A40 so we are probably protected from the worst effects of pollutants.

Types of Cars
So what types of cars are we driving? The biggest selling cars in the UK
according to the Society of Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) are still small
cars such as the Ford Fiesta, VW Golf and the Ford Focus. However, the biggest
growing car category is the Sports Utility Vehicle (SUV) with the Nissan Qashqai
being the top seller. Luxury cars are still popular with many buyers (the BMW 3
series is the 9th highest selling car) and then there are some interesting car
categories that are showing real growth: for example the classic pick-up truck
and hybrid/electric cars. Given the sort of rural area in which we live, it is also
not surprising to see many 4wd vehicles around. Particularly useful in winter
for those who live on the Doward!

Ford Fiesta Price from £15,885

Ford Focus Price from £20,435

VW Golf Price from £20,280

Nissan Qashqai Price from £19,970
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BMW 3 Series Price from £29,840
We have seen cleaner internal combustion engines for some years, but there is
now a move away from internal combustion engines to electric cars. Electric
vehicles are slowly getting more common on city roads. In 2018 registration
data showed that 2.5% of new vehicles were pure electric vehicles although if
hybrid vehicles are added, then this figure goes up to 6.6%.
At present, electrically driven vehicles (EVs) are limited by the operational
range between recharging, and the lack of sufficient publicly available charging
points. These could be the main reasons why there do not seem to be many, if
any, electric cars locally although hybrids would be practical. One other reason
could be their relatively high cost. The most popular electric car is the Nissan
Leaf.

Nissan Leaf Price from £29,790

Car Status and Comfort
Cars are not just about getting from A to B. They are also about status and
comfort. Hence the continuing importance of the luxury car market, the
ownership of large 4wd’s such as Range Rovers by people who never go off
road and the American style pick-up truck, which may have certain practical
uses but is perhaps also appealing for their macho image.
The other big change over the years is the level of comfort in even the smallest
and cheapest of cars. For example in the 1970s cars used to have tape players
that played one cassette at a time, then CD players came along (1980s), which
in some posher cars could take up to 6 CDs. Now new cars often have hard
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drives or come with a socket to plug in an iPod, containing all of a person’s
favourite music. This is true in smaller cars as well as larger ones. Another
example is the presence of air conditioning, once the preserve of the luxury
limousine but now common in the whole range of car types.
In summary cars are very much part of our life style. Usually considered a
necessity but also bought to fit our self image and to give us comfort every
day.

Pot holes
In April 2019, Go Compare did a survey on motorists’ top worries. The top
two were the cost of insurance and potholes (both mentioned by 54% of
motorists). In the Parish Council survey conducted during the development
of the Neighbourhood Plan, 71% of locals agreed that the condition of the
road surfaces was also a concern (second only to traffic speed).
In the last decade, pot holes in our roads have become the bane of a car and
motorbike driver’s life.
All roads need maintenance to keep them in a safe and serviceable condition
and this the responsibility of Highways Agency / Highways England for
motorways and major ‘A’ roads, and Herefordshire County Council (HCC) for
minor roads and footpaths.
Some, if not most of the by-roads have been severely neglected by HCC,
receiving only emergency infilling of potholes, whilst leaving obvious weak
spots totally neglected where cracks will develop in the future. In wet weather
potholes are usually filled with water so that they are indistinguishable from a
small puddle and at night they are completely invisible.
Roads on the Dowards are particularly bad in some places, where the edges of
the road surface are subsiding and disappearing into the soft mud of the verge
(see examples below).
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One or two local residents have even taken measures to draw attention to
places needing repair by painting white lines around badly affected areas.
The situation is getting worse. Every year sees more and more pot holes.
Potholes are appearing in places where previous repairs were carried out and
in some places the road surfaces display more areas of repair than the original
surface. I can think of one place, near the coffin slide, where there is little of
the original surface left in places.
Some pot holes are so deep that cars are being frequently damaged by them,
broken suspension springs and low-profile alloy wheels being most affected. A
new alloy wheel for a car can easily cost between £100 and £200 each and
suspension springs anything from £40 for a cheaper non-OEM component, to
£150 plus fitting, so the cost to the motorist is substantial.
My little Ford KA has had 2 new suspension coil springs fitted in the last 2 years
and our Ford Focus has had 3 coil springs in the same period, yet our annual
mileage for both vehicles totals no more than 16 thousand miles, most of
which is on dual carriageways.
The average private car and delivery vans are much heavier and wider that a
decade ago. Roads on the Doward were never designed for the type of traffic
they now receive. In many places, the foundations of the road underneath the
surface are collapsing and subsiding into the softer ground underneath. For
damage like this, the sub substructure, the very foundation of the road, should
be excavated and completely replaced and even upgraded over a much larger
area. A ‘bodge’ job of infilling the indentation is only going to last a few weeks
or months and that is what has been happening for years now.
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It took me some time and persistence to get some official figures from HCC
about the expenditure on our local roads but here are some quoted figures.
(There are of course no figures specifically for our parish. Figures for 1965/6
are not available because these pre-date the present structure of HCC).
Broadly the situation is as follows:
Up to 2013 HCC had some £10,000,000 annual allowance for maintenance of
the whole of the county’s some 2,000 miles of minor roads and footpaths.
In 2013 central government cuts resulted in their lopping a third off their
budget leaving around £6,000,000 every year since.
HCC estimates that it is in need of £97,000,000 to restore these roads and
footpaths to top condition.
Another official source provides the following figures for the year 2018/9.
General road improvements not including widening / upgrading:
total £15,953,204.57
From government funding:
£6,780.533.11
From HCC:

£9,172,651.46

Resurfacing and pothole repairs

total £14,918,269.55

From government funding:

£6,063,983.47

From HCC:

£8,854,286.07

In 2018, national government gave authorities a one-off special lump sum to
help cope with the backlog of pothole repairs. HCC received £1,962,657.00.
There appears to be some suggestion in various press releases (e.g.
Herefordshire times June 13th 2019. https://www.herefordtimes.com/news/17703150.pothole-cash-diverted-to-make-case-for-southern-link-road/ and
https://www.sunshineradio.co.uk/hm/news/local-news/herefordshire-council-moves-funds-topay-for-road-business-case/ ) that a part of this last sum money was diverted to

the Hereford ring road and new Wye crossing research project. HCC has since
said that they were taking some money from the ring road project to use on
pothole repairs.
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Gadgets on cars to make them safer, more comfortable, easier to
drive and nicer to ride in.
Paul Stratford
There is very little ‘new’ in the world of motor cars. Most things have been
tried before. In the past, most ideas proved unreliable or too expensive for all
but the most highly priced cars. The average motorist in 1965 could only
dream of having the ‘modern’ gadgets we have today:-

Cars today
Electric fold back door mirrors
Automatic dimming rear view mirrors
Electrically operated windows all round
Tubeless tyres
Injection system for petrol as well as diesel engines
Electronic ignition
Reliable starting systems/battery
Alternator to generate huge amounts of electricity
All seats firmly anchored (front sometimes have moveable backs) and on rails
Seatbelts on all seats
Head restraints on all seats
Multiple airbags to protect all passengers
Safety crash bars in most body panels
Radio/CD players/ hard drives or come with a socket to plug in an iPod
Navigation systems (on most cars)
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Road Traffic

Peter Hunt

Vehicular traffic on our public roads, monitored annually by the Department for
Transport (DfT), is published online during the following year. For their
websites, copy and paste:- https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/departmentfor-transport

https://roadtraffic.dft.gov.uk/downloads

The DfT has hundreds of monitoring sites, called ‘Count Sites‘, throughout the
UK. Some 91 of them are in Herefordshire, of which ‘Count Site’ ID No 56439
is conveniently for our purpose, in the centre of Whitchurch.

The vehicles counted during a 24 hour period and are divided into categories as
follows. Pedal Cycles, buses and coaches, light goods vehicles, 3 types of axle
rigid axle heavy goods vehicles, and 3 types of articulated vehicles. For
simplicity, I have abbreviated these later totals for all HGVs and a total for all
vehicles.
These are extracts from the ‘count’ figures for Whitchurch for a single 24-hour
period in 2017.
Pedal cycles ……………………………….....0
Motor cycles ………………………………119
Cars / taxis…………….……………......19,959
Buses / coaches… …………………………..69
Light goods vehicles……………………..4,722
HGVs……………………………….........4,317
All motor vehicles……………………...29,185
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Public Transport

Peter Hunt

So much have we come to rely on our cars that very few Whitchurch people
ever use public transport. Students and some people of pensionable age may
not have a car at their disposal. When shopping in Ross on Wye or Monmouth
their options are to take a taxi or use a bus. Yet buses are not suitable for
carrying large bags of shopping on board, let alone carrying them from door
step to bus stop. A taxi is more convenient and costs more but it is still cheaper
to use one a week than running a car.
Another popular use of private hire is a large cab or minibus for journeys to
and from airports saving the price of airport parking, taking one straight to the
drop off point near the departure gate and avoiding having to drag cases on
and off airport buses.
Taxi cabs
A web search will find something like 17 taxi companies offering to transport
you from Whitchurch to Ross on Wye. The cost will vary from one to another
and depend upon the time of day and where they come from, but it will cost
from £25 to £35 each way on average, though perhaps less if you organise a
regular service with one company.
And of course, taxis are available at any time of day.
A taxi service to a midland’s airport or Cardiff in a regular vehicle would cost
each way in the order of £75.00 for Cardiff to £142.00 to Birmingham Airport.
By comparison, on site airport parking for a private car for one-week at Cardiff
airport would cost £85.00 and, with airport buses infrequent, there is a few
hundred yards to walk. For a two-week holiday abroad, parking costs roughly
the same price as a taxi and for more than 3 weeks it offers a considerable
saving.
Buses and coaches
Local buses, currently operated by Stagecoach, are available from Whitchurch
to Hereford, Gloucester and Monmouth, from where onward journeys can be
taken to almost any major town or city in the country. Herefordshire Council
subsidises journeys to keep the service operating, without which no operator
could make a profit.
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A journey from Whitchurch to Ross currently costs £2.30 for a 23-minute
journey for a person without a student or senior service bus pass.
Pensioners with a Herefordshire Council senior citizen free bus pass can travel
at off peak hours anywhere free of charge. The exception being onwards from
Monmouth, where normal charges are applied.
But buses are still operating nearly empty at off peak hours. In fact, sometimes
they travel through our village without any passengers at all. There was a
period when Herefordshire Council, continually under government subsidy
reductions and trying to save money, tried using single-decker buses belonging
to private companies, but with the double deckers standing Idle and earning
no income at all, this process was abandoned.
So why do pensioners and paying customers still use their own cars for the
great majority, if not all their local journeys? The answer lies in the
convenience, timetable, service and comfort offered.
Perhaps we could put up with the almost complete lack of comfort inside a
bus, sit back and let the bus take the strain. although in cold, wet weather with
no view out of rain-soaked windows to enjoy, there is no pleasure at all to be
had at all in such a journey.
Given that we might sometimes think it is worth taking the bus, we have to
consider the timetable. If I take a bus to Ross on Wye where it ‘terminates’ or
waits in Cantilupe Road opposite the public library, it waits for 7 minutes
before it sets off on its return journey. This is just long enough to nip across the
road and return and collect a pre-ordered library book, but nothing else. To
choose a new book, would entail missing the same bus’s return journey and a
wait on the roadside of a further 1 hour 40 minutes to 2 hours for the next bus.
Even if a visit to another shop is required, who wants to walk or sit around in
Ross for up to 2 hours? This is a common complaint and the reason why I and
others no longer use the public bus service to Ross or Monmouth. So why
doesn’t Herefordshire Council operate a more convenient service? I suppose
that would mean running a more frequent service, say at 30 or 40-minute
intervals. Perhaps the increased costs just cannot be recouped by the few extra
passengers encouraged to make the journey.
Empty buses continue to travel on the roads of Whitchurch, costing the rate
payer more in taxes and I wonder how long this will be allowed to go on before
off-peak services are withdrawn altogether.
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Report on Symonds Yat road closure 2018-2020

John Blows

A serious land slip on a steep hillside caused a local road, the C1257, and adjacent
support wall to partially collapse in May 2018. Hereford Council closed the road on
12th June 2018 for safety reasons which meant that the only vehicular access for
forty homes was via a byway.
This byway is very narrow (min. 1.9 metres), 900 metres in length, unlit and with
very few passing places. Originally it was very deeply potholed but the Council had it
tarmacked after seven months. In winter, it floods sometimes because of its location
alongside the River Wye.
The narrow width of the lane means that delivery vehicles cannot use it making life
even more difficult for residents, who were assured by Hereford Council that
emergency vehicles could access them if necessary (not if they’re more than 1.9
metres wide!).
The road collapse is on the west side of the river between the two properties known
as The Brackens on the uphill side and The Rosary on the downhill side of the road.
The Rosary also had to demolish a garage which had become dangerously unstable.
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Amazingly, this is an exact repeat of a previous landslip at this precise location in
early 2016 which caused exactly the same damage. On both occasions, the slippage
happened after several water main bursts underneath the road.
On the first occasion Welsh Water accepted full liability and rebuilt the wall –
Hereford Council rebuilt the road but it was closed for several months. On this
second occasion Welsh Water denied any liability and refused any involvement or
assistance.
The Brackens is a newly rebuilt substantial house on the same footprint of a previous
wooden bungalow and it was suggested that this extra loading above the road and
wall could be responsible for their collapse – in the event the new house has not
moved a centimetre and some of the water main bursts were higher up the road
than the house! These facts seem to suggest there is no logic in the “extra loading”
argument.
The cause of the landslip has never been established. It seems that there are three
possibilities :1. The extra loading put on the support wall because of the new house
Construction – most unlikely – see previous paragraph.
2. Welsh Waters burst water mains disgorging enormous amounts of
water under the road surface on a steep hillside.
3. Ground movement occasioned by natural rainwater draining off the
Doward Hill after a wet winter – such movement resulting in
fractured water mains which then caused the slippage.
On the basis that it has happened twice recently, it is obviously essential to establish
the causation so that measures can be put in place to prevent it happening again in
future. Despite this, there appears to have been no sub-surface investigation of the
ground under the road despite several specific requests for this to be done and
despite the fact that the road is closed anyway and will have to be excavated to
repair it.
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Affected residents set up an action group to try to get the road reopened.
Local County Councillors and member of parliament, Jesse Norman, got involved to
try to find a settlement. Media coverage was obtained from local newspapers and
local radio – but all to no avail.
Much damage has been suffered to residents’ vehicles because of the deep potholes
before the byway was tarmacked and because of the thick undergrowth either side
of the narrow track. There are many holiday let cottages affected, who have
obviously suffered considerable financial loss. Both Welsh Water and Hereford
Council have refused any compensation.
Hereford Council required The Brackens, the owners of the wall, to repair and make
it safe before the Council could rebuild and reopen the road. The owners declined
responsibility for the damage such that the Council obtained a Court Order in April
2019 which required the owners to repair the wall at their expense or the Council
would do the work and charge the owners accordingly.
The owners lodged an appeal against this Court Order which was heard at Court in
November 2019. The judge’s verdict given on 18th December 2019 is that the owners
of the wall are liable for the wall’s repair and they must do that to an acceptable
specification to be approved by Hereford Council.
Perhaps the owners of the wall and their solicitor and expert structural surveyor
would have been better advised to direct their efforts and claim against Welsh Water
rather than Hereford Council.
19th December 2019
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Houses on The Doward and in Whitchurch

Elizabeth Morgan

The houses on The Great Doward are surprisingly different, both in style and
size, and reflect the changes and progress of the construction of properties in
the area.
There are some original small-windowed, stone-built cottages, built as small
holdings, dispersed randomly within the woodland setting with small parcels of
land and orchards.
Very few small timber-built chalet-type buildings remain. Overall, the type of
materials used in the construction of houses has changed over the years,
including brick and block and roofing materials. One remains abandoned (see
left below), while another was demolished with only the chimney stack
remaining (see right below).
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Larger grand style houses, different in design, size and construction, are dotted
along the narrow lanes and by the River Wye. Some ‘disappear’ into the
woodland.

Some more isolated houses are situated amongst the trees but the majority
cluster around the four routes from Symonds Yat and Whitchurch onto the
Doward. These are Sandyway Lane, Meekswell Lane leading into Sawpits lane,
Wye Valley Lane and Quarry Road

The majority of the houses, cottages and bungalows that exist on the hill have
been extended, but a few have been totally redesigned. Often new extensions
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to properties reflect a more modern design which may not be in keeping with
the rest of the properties due to the use of different construction materials.
Two properties have had a change of use to family houses in recent years: the
one below used to be the timber-built reading room/ bookshop and the other
property was a former stable.

Below is a photo of one of the two eco houses, built one behind the other on
the site of a former house which was demolished. They were constructed using
modern construction methods and with energy efficiency as a top priority.

Planning applications for new housing developments on The Doward are not
very common due to its status as an AONB. However, there are new-build
developments in nearby Whitchurch, some of which are affordable housing.
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Old Court Gardens
There is a new residential development being built opposite the petrol station
on the A40 at Daff-Y-Nant (left below).

Development at Daff-Y-Nant

Marsden House

In Whitchurch village, Marsden House, a former nursing home is being
developed into apartments/houses with prices ranging from £185,000 to
£280,000 (right above). Also there is an approved application for housing at
the old nursery site at Crockers Ash.
Currently, there are six houses on the market in Symonds Yat and five in
Whitchurch. Also Woods, the village shop in Whitchurch, is for sale. Overall,
the volume of people moving into the area remains low. Nationally, though,
The Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors has noted an increase in market
activity since the election in December 2019. In Symonds Yat, over the past
year, eight houses have sold, ranging in value from £195,000 for a terraced
house, with larger houses going for around £650,000.
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Interior Design in 2019

Hilary Stratford

Today, throughout the house, the trend is for minimalism, with a light and
spacious look. Rooms tend to have either wooden flooring (often stained oak)
with rugs scattered around, or wall-to-wall plain-coloured fitted carpets. Walls
are mainly painted in pale, restful colours to provide maximum light.
Wallpaper is less fashionable than in previous times, although still to be found.
The Sitting Room/ Living Room
In the sitting room, there is often little furniture aside from sofas and the odd
armchair, probably a coffee table and a flat screen television – the larger the
better - typically with a 40 - 50 inch LED or plasma screen. This may be sitting
on a wide stand, or in the case of very large TVs, attached to the wall.
Fireplaces, where they exist, often contain a woodburner (although the
government is talking of prohibiting these shortly as being too polluting) or a
built-in radiant fire with glass screen. Water is heated using oil, gas, or
electricity typically through a central heating system, with radiators for heating
the house.
Wall lights have fallen from favour and centre lights are thought by some to
give too harsh a light. You may find a couple of side tables with lamps on
and/or an uplighter or floor-standing lamp.
Ornaments are less popular now (in line with the minimalist approach), but
may be found on mantlepieces, in display cabinets or on bookshelves.
Music is either stored on some form of hard drive e.g. a sound system, or more
popularly ‘streamed’ through the internet (a very popular medium for younger
people) onto a laptop computer, mobile phone or iPod. Vinyl has recently
made a comeback and can be lucrative for those who hung on to their old
records, as they have become extremely collectable and expensive to buy.
Kitchens
Kitchens are the hub of the home and are often kitchen-diners, as eating in the
kitchen is popular for breakfast and every day, although many homes also have
a dining room and many people eat while watching TV in the sitting room.
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Kitchens now contain a range of built-in cupboards, both floor-standing and
overhead. ‘Shaker’ style cupboards are very popular. Central islands are very
much in vogue, with the sink unit, or sometimes the cooker hob, fitted into
them, but one needs a large kitchen to accommodate this. Open-plan living is
the watchword today and people like to entertain guests whilst cooking, where
space permits (see picture).

(LED) lighting under the overhead cupboards often lights the work surface
below, with overhead lighting supplied by a number of LED lights installed in
the ceiling. (These are popular in other rooms too, as energy-saving is key).
Sinks are frequently made of plastic with integrated draining board and black is
very popular. Alternatively, stainless steel is sometimes used.
Marble, granite, or a synthetic resin material that looks like granite (e.g.
Corian), have been very fashionable for work surfaces for several years. Most
kitchens have some built-in appliances such as a fridge, freezer or dishwasher.
Kitchen walls are often a mixture of painted walls and part-tiling above the
floor-standing cupboards, often with 3” tiles in varying colours which have
been popular for the last 20 years or so, but these are now giving way to
granite, or marble upstands may be seen instead.
Instead of the single cooker, ‘ranges’ have become very popular, i.e. with a
double oven and perhaps 8 burners, or 6 burners and a griddle/hotplate. For
those with ‘country’ homes, the old-fashioned coal, oil or gas-powered range
(Aga) is still very popular.
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‘American-style’ refrigerators with water cooler and ice-maker are popular but
take up a lot of space. In smaller kitchens, freestanding fridge-freezers
predominate.
Floors tend to have quarry tiles or synthetic tiles such as ‘Karndean’ (used
mainly industrially previously) or other makes such as Vusta vinyl tiles.
Commonly found in modern houses are utility rooms, which contain space for
a washing machine, tumble-dryer and usually have a sink, possibly a ‘Belfast
sink’, together with cupboards for storage of household cleaning items etc.
Bedrooms
Along with the modern trend for minimalism, bedrooms often have built-in
wardrobes instead of stand-alone furniture.

It is common to have a 5ft double bed, or even larger. Duvets (or ‘continental
quilts’) have long since replaced blankets, requiring only a single bottom sheet
and a duvet cover. Many people now only use cream or white sheets, the best
quality being ‘Egyptian cotton’ and some dress the bed with cushions and/or a
runner at the bottom of the bed.
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Bathrooms
Bathrooms have reverted to white suites (as they were before the trend for
coloured ones came along in the 1960s) consisting of sink, toilet and shower.
There is often a walk-in shower with a large ‘monsoon’ shower head (or an
‘over-bath’ shower where space is limited). Whilst many people shower daily,
having a bath is a rarer event and is considered an indulgence, as water is
often metered and a bath uses very much more water than a shower.
Many modern houses additionally have an en-suite bathroom off one or more
of the bedrooms, containing toilet, sink & shower (see left example below).

Large wall tiles are popular and floor tiles are the norm, having long since
replaced carpet. Some modern bathrooms have integrated ‘suites’ containing
sink and toilet with a shared ‘work surface’ (see right example above).
Upright stainless steel towel warmers are popular and, in some cases, have
taken the place of conventional radiators.
Downstairs toilets (or ‘cloakrooms’) are also common.
In a modern ‘executive’ house, you might find as many as four toilets: a
downstairs one, one main (family) bathroom and two in en-suite bedrooms.
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In Home Leisure Activities

Sally Yeshin

Without doing some real research we cannot really know what everyone is up
to in their leisure time. There is information for the whole of England and that
tells us that watching TV is the most popular activity (over 90% of adults watch
TV). Probably not surprising, but perhaps more surprising is the number of
screens that we have in our homes. This is the real game changer – the average
UK home has 10.3 internet-enabled devices according to a 2019 study for
Aviva. Add to that a study from Ofcom that tells us 87% of homes have the
Internet and the average amount of time spent using media and
communication devices (i.e. screens mostly) is nearly 9 hours a day! We are a
nation of screen watchers.

More traditional home activities are not totally out. If 92% watch TV, then 82%
listen to music and 69% read regularly. In fact, there is some evidence that real
books (as opposed to kindles) are on the rise again. For the more active, 51%
claim to do gardening (not quite ‘in home’ but nearly) and 43% do DIY. (Source:
Statista, 2000)
Is our Parish the same? We are probably slightly different because we have an
older population than average (28% are 65+ versus 17% in the country as a
whole) and we are a rural area. So maybe less screen time and more reading
and gardening.
However, it is worth having a look at how and what we are viewing on screens.
Many articles have been written on the multi use of screens. Anyone with a
family knows that members of the household are quite likely to be in different
rooms, on different screens, watching different content: TV programmes, on
demand video, social media, computer games. Some will be watching more
than one screen at a time: for example the television screen for a programme
or download and the smart phone or pad for social media. The choice is
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enormous: about 500 TV channels, some free (BBC and ITV) and some on
subscription (e.g. Sky), as well as a number of big on-demand video suppliers
such as Netflix and Amazon Prime.

The biggest moments on TV in 2019 were both on traditional channels; 12.8
million people watched the World Cup Rugby final and the peak figure for the
BBC’s New Year’s Eve celebrations was 13.3 million people.
The big regular programmes of 2019 were mainly in the ‘competition’ genre:
Strictly Come Dancing, I’m a Celebrity…Get Me Out of Here!, Britain’s Got
Talent and The Great British Bake Off.

Drama is still strong with Line of Duty being the biggest overall show of the
year and Manhunt, Luther and Cheat all having very high viewing figures.

The regular ‘soaps’ such as Call the Midwife and Death in Paradise are very
popular. Perhaps the most extraordinary fact is that the 60 year old Coronation
Street is still one of the biggest regular shows.
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Food 2019

Penny Walshe

Introduction
Since the last survey designed to reflect life in Whitchurch in the 1960’s the
rate of change with the increase in global markets and the development of
modern technology has been rapid. Food, whilst also reflecting these changes,
nevertheless still has many constants as our palettes continue to crave many of
the flavours we enjoyed decades ago. A recent national survey showed that
fish fingers, Sunday roast, fish and chips, shepherd’s pie and jacket potato have
remained popular over the last 50 years
Modern parents reckon a third of the meals they feed their kids are the same
or similar to the ones their parents gave them when they were children. But,
despite our loyalty to these favourites, there have been many changes to the
average family diet. Seventy-five per cent of modern parents still believe it is
important for their family to eat dinner together each evening, and the
average family will manage to get together for a meal four times a week.
Influences from other Cultures
One particular area of influence has come from the number of Italian
immigrants to our shores. The wave of Italian workers coming to work in key
industries like brickmaking, combined with the promoted health values of a
Mediterranean diet, has led to a massive growth in the popularity of this
cuisine and today Spaghetti Bolognaise is the favourite modern family meal.
The increased availability of pasta in shops and supermarkets, the rise of Italian
ready meals, and popularity of celebrity chefs, who are passionate about the
cuisine, have further helped to cement Italian meals as some of the nation’s
favourites.
They also brought with them coffee shops, ice cream and ice cream parlours,
the latter of which are now again experiencing a second increase in popularity
there being a recently opened one in both Monmouth and Ross-on-Wye….and
where would we be without our coffee shops?!!
The popularity of pizza, which also has many American influences, experienced
a massive rise in the last 50 years helped to fame by the opening of chain pizza
restaurants across the UK.
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This reflects another change in our eating habits, the increased dependence on
take-aways. Chinese food is perhaps one of the most popular choices of takeout in the UK, in conjunction with the Indian takeaways, making it very much a
British staple. Whilst home delivery still remains somewhat elusive in
Whitchurch a take-away for collection has become very much part of village
life.
Yet another significant change has been the increased popularity of eating out,
not just as a celebration, but as part of normal family life. Dr Jessica Paddock,
the lead author of a Manchester University study of our changing patterns and
attitudes towards eating out, reported that eating out had become a more
ordinary event, with people going for meals more regularly after work as well
as birthdays and anniversaries. They found that diners have shifted from
seeing a meal out as a source of pleasure to an everyday occurrence, with the
number of people eating out alone doubling and the number in large groups
falling. Where once dinner implied a leisurely three course meal, today the
average dinner out is a speedy one course affair. Now it is so routine, research
has revealed, that three quarters of us no longer bother to dress up for the
occasion, According to the data, some 24% of a typical pay packet went on
food in 1974 compared with 11% today allowing us the luxury of eating out
more frequently.
How have these changes been reflected in Whitchurch?
Whilst the bulk of shopping is carried out at the supermarkets in Ross on Wye
or Monmouth, giving us a choice of Morrisons, Lidl, Waitrose, Sainsburys and
Aldi, we are very lucky in that we still have a village shop when so many of
them have disappeared over the last few decades. Woods of Whitchurch is a
thriving enterprise providing not only the basics of life (such as milk, bread and
papers) but also stocking a range of more unusual and higher end, often local
products. In addition, there is freshly prepared food and a few treats. The shop
also offers a take-away hot drinks service, Wednesday night Wagyu burgers,
Friday and Saturday night pizzas and Friday night Fish and Chips. The café is
located on the upper floor and further serves as a display space for the work of
local artists and craftsmen. By diversifying her business, Lucy has been able to
buck modern trends and to create a successful business and an asset for the
village.
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Woods at Christmas

However, Woods is not the only place where villagers can eat out. We are well
served by a number of establishments whose continued survival is helped by
the local tourist industry and the large number of visitors that the area
attracts. In the heart of the village is the Crown, which has recently become
an Indian restaurant that offers take-aways as well. Along the road up to
Symonds Yat West is the Old Court Hotel, which operates a loyalty scheme for
local folk, the Wye Knot, which in addition to the usual pub food has also been
doing pot luck evenings where locals bring a home-made dish each for
everyone to share, and the Olde Ferrie Inn, which provides good pub food
combined with a fantastic view of the river.
In addition, on the Old Monmouth Road is the Potting Shed restaurant, which
opened in 2014. This is housed in the old village reading room which was
opened in the nineteenth century by the Panter family sisters who also
endowed the village with its clock tower in 1867.

https://thepottingshedwhitchurch.com/gallery/
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What do we eat at home?
So, if you don’t want to cook you have plenty of choice but what do we keep in
store cupboard at home? Well for a start quite a lot of it is kept in our freezers.
National surveys (2000) indicate that 97% of us own one giving much greater
choice and all year-round availability of some foods. It also allows for batch
cooking which, with so many more women working, is a great advantage and
further for the stocking of ready meals and convenience meats. There has been
a corresponding decline in the number of tinned foods stocked, although there
is some indication that this trend may be reversed with concerns about climate
change coming to the fore.
Food Survey
A snapshot survey of the weekly diet of some local volunteers (to whom our
grateful thanks) indicated that the eating trends of the inhabitants of
Whitchurch are much in line with national trends.
Breakfast is no longer the ‘British Fry Up’ except possibly at weekends or for
the odd treat but is a quicker, lighter meal with a definite move towards
yoghurt, muesli and porridge. Lunch is now generally a snack except when
eating out with friends. People no longer appear to cook a proper midday
lunch, with the exception of Sunday when the ‘Roast Dinner’ still holds prime
spot.
There is also a much wider range of evening meals with a move away from
potatoes and two vegetables to rice, pasta and the consumption of purchased,
ready prepared meals….a reflection of our busy lives. We have seen reduced
meat consumption and the growth of vegetarianism and veganism, which may
in part be attributed to concerns about sustainability and the health of our
planet.
The Health of Whitchurch Folk
Nationally we are being bombarded with messages about the need for healthy
eating as medical science continues to make discoveries and concerns arise
over obesity and the growing epidemic of Type 2 diabetes. The campaign for
Five a Day has had some limited success but in 2017 only 29% of the
population were achieving this level of consumption but it has nevertheless
highlighted the need for increasing consumption of these food items.
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This contributor cannot make any valid judgements as to whether we villagers
are a healthy lot and it will be interesting to see what the future brings when
we are able to compare the longevity of this present population with that of
sixty years ago. However, we do live in an area with wonderful local produce,
clean fresh air and great local environment and no excuse for not taking a little
exercise now and then. It’s all in our hands!
Trends
THE NATION’S FAVOURITE FAMILY MEALS 2018
1. Spaghetti Bolognese
2. Pizza
3. Roast chicken
4. Fish fingers
5. Fish and chips
6. Sunday roast
7. Pasta and sauces
8. Jacket potato
9. Beans on toast
10. Scrambled egg
11. Cheese toastie
12. Lasagne
13. Pasta bake
14. Shepherd's Pie
15. Meatballs
16. Cottage pie
17. Homemade curry
18. Omelette
19. Roast beef
20. Stir fry
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FASHIONS in 2019

Hilary Stratford

Fashions for Women
In the mid 1960s mini-skirts came into fashion and are still popular, although
are often worn with black opaque tights today. However, hemlines today
range from the very short to full length for all ages.
The summer fashion for 2019 is for below-the-knee hemlines, with dresses
made from lightweight cotton fabrics. Animal prints (particularly leopard and
zebra) have been very fashionable for a while now and are seen everywhere,
from coats to dresses, scarves and belts, sometimes in combination with
flower prints. Bold floral patterns are also very popular in multi-colour shades.
Also popular is the all-in-one garment with either trousers or shorts/shirt
combo, as below.
Loose, patterned, casual lightweight trousers are also very popular in soft
cotton materials with floral patterns particularly. In fact, trousers for women
appear to have never been as popular as they are today.

Source: M & Co summer brochure 2019

Trendy blouses this summer have small animal or bird designs or animal prints
on them.
Kimonos (see next page) have been fashionable for a while and prove a
versatile garment for use with trousers, especially for evening. Pleated skirts
have made a comeback too.
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For autumn/winter 2019, long coat-cardigans worn with trousers predominate.
For outer wear, padded very lightweight jackets (mountaineering-style), either
full length as a coat, or jacket-style in varying colours are the ‘must have’ this
year and come in a wide range of colours. Fake fur made a comeback for coats
last winter and shows every sign of continuing during 2020.
Gore-tex and other breathable materials are very popular for outdoor gear.
Shoes
Heels range from the very high pencil stiletto in bold colours and sometimes
with animal print designs (as seen worn by presenters on television or on the
catwalk) to flats (loafers, ballet shoes or trainers).
‘Kitten’ heels (as popularised by Theresa May, our Prime Minister until July
2019) have become especially popular and are great for those who are on their
feet all day. These often come in bold colours too and sometimes in leopardskin or other animal design. Slingbacks, sometimes open-toed, made a
comeback in the summer and can be seen even in short boots for evening
wear. Platform soles (previously popular in the early 1970s) made a brief
comeback too and Flipflops and Birkenstocks remain timeless favourites.
Young people seem to favour trainers or short ‘Ugg-type’ flat, suede
boots year-round, often worn with a summer dress!
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FASHIONS FOR MEN
Suits and ties are rarely worn, except by professional people and some office
workers, although office wear generally has become much more casual for
both men (and women).
Jeans and T-shirts, with or without slogans, are worn everywhere, sometimes
with a suit jacket for a ‘smart casual’ look. Polo-style shirts are worn too, or
sweatshirts.
Shirts:
Shirt collars are more cut-away than previously and for casual wear the ‘button
down’ collar style is still worn, though is less common.
Trendy shirt styles today have small all-over prints of animals or even flowers
and come in a wide range of colours.

Source: Cotton Traders 2019 Summer/Autumn brochure

Trousers:
Young and old people today (both male & female) still favour jeans. Younger
people often wear these with the knees being worn out, or parts of the leg
area deliberately cut and frayed.
Especially popular are ‘designer jeans’, some manufactured with squares cut
out at strategic intervals to reveal the leg underneath.
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Stretch jeans (below left) and crease-resistant trousers are popular for all ages.
Styles tend to be tighter and more fitted than in 1965.

Source: Cotton Traders May brochure 2020

Chino-style trousers are popular for all ages, sometimes worn with a jacket for
a ‘smart casual look’.
For casual leisurewear, ‘joggers’, and ‘cargo’ trousers (above right) can also be
seen. These styles tend to have elasticated waists. Army-style camouflage
trousers are worn too.
Shoes:
For young men, trainers are the ‘must have’ footwear today, often in bright
colours and often highly collectable, although leather Chelsea boots are also
frequently worn with casual trousers.
Cheaper styles tend to be traditional-looking shoes but with thick trainer-style
rubber soles, which are not designed to be repaired. More expensive formal
shoe styles are still much as they always were with thinner, repairable leather
soles.
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Local Organisations

Mike Miles

Whitchurch & Ganarew Memorial Hall
The memorial hall continues to serve as the focal point for a wide range of
regular activities and provides facilities for short mat bowls, table tennis and
snooker and classes in yoga, adult ballet, keep fit, karate and art are also held.
The Good Neighbour Scheme, which holds a coffee morning on the first and
third Wednesday of the month in the Memorial Hall, grows from strength to
strength and involves not just an opportunity to meet friends (and to make
new ones) but organises special events and outings. Tea, coffee, and
newspapers are always available as well as on some occasions guest speakers,
including visits from our ward councillor and council chairman.
Sticky Little Fingers, the latest venture in the parish, is also proving a success
for local mothers and their young children. Meetings are held every Tuesday
morning in the Memorial Hall.
Both these schemes have been introduced by councillor, Sue Morris, and are
run by her and several residents. The parish council supports both schemes by
paying the Memorial Hall rental charges for these events.
Band rehearsals also take place weekly and a regular and popular evening
programme of live traditional jazz is spread over the year. From September to
May a monthly film is shown as part of the national “Flicks in the Sticks”
initiative. Meetings of the Parish Council are also held in the hall. It is also used
for polling in the local and national elections.
Parish Churches
In addition to providing weekly services for their parishioners, the parish
churches of St Dubricius in Whitchurch and St Swithin in Ganarew hold regular
fund-raising events which benefit greatly from supportive community
involvement. A fortnightly community lunch is held at St Dubricius and a “Knit
& Natter” group meets weekly at the same venue. Both churches have an
excellent rapport with the memorial hall. This was dramatically illustrated on
18th February 2020 when the flood defences at St Dubricius were completely
overwhelmed by the worst flood since 1947 and the inside of the church was
flooded to a depth of 5 feet. It unlikely to be back in use for several months.
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Alternative arrangements for services and other events were immediately
made in conjunction with St Swithins and the memorial hall.

Other Organisations
The Women’s Institute meets monthly in Llangrove village hall, which is also
where the local Beavers, Cubs and Scouts meet on a weekly basis.
The local branch for the Royal British Legion is at St Weonards and meetings
are held monthly at the Fountain Inn, Orcop. The Whitchurch branch closed
some years ago and the Standards are laid up in St Dubricius church.
The Whitchurch Flower Club meets at the Old Court Hotel 10 times a year,
offering a varied programme with 3 - 4 flower demonstrations, 2 garden visits,
2 speakers, a summer tea party and Christmas lunch. It was due to celebrate
its 40th anniversary this year but this will now have to be postponed until 2021.

Flower demonstration by Sharon Dower
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Janet and Clive Townsend’s four acres of formal and informal garden,
Woodview, on the Doward is opened to the public under the National Gardens
Scheme from April to September.

Woodview
The Whitchurch & Ganarew Local History Society was set up over 5 years ago.
It holds annual exhibitions in the memorial hall (see the piece by Patricia
Lewis for more details). For the last 3 years, the society has also produced and
sold calendars related to local history. In 2019/20, it presented a programme
of talks (The Iron Age in Herefordshire by Tim Hoverd, and a quiz and talk by
Don Balkwill on ‘Forgotten gadgets’ which was so popular that a re-run is
being considered) and visits (including a guided walk and talk along the Wye
led by Heather Hurley, and a tour of Monmouth which included excellent
presentations from the staff at County Hall and Cornwall House and a brief
visit to the bridge).
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Businesses in the area

Trevor Nicholson

Name

Location

Product

187 Tattoo (?)

Stoney Hill Business Park

Tattooing

A.P.A.C. Limited

Wyastone Busness Park

Research

Alfresco Bay

The Doward

Angelic Hen Limited

Wyastone Busness Park

BethPrice Style Company

Employees

Status
Dormant

Under 10

Active
Active

Solar Energy Equipment
Sign Makers

Under 10

Active

Old RC Church

Personal style consultant

1

Active

Beverly Durn

The Doward

Fashion Designer

1

Active

BG Landrovers

Crockers Ash

Car maintenance

Active

Biblins Adventure Centre

The Doward

Outdoor persuits

Active

Bok-Systems Limited

Wyastone Busness Park

Construction

Dormant

BR Special Tuning

Stoney Hill Business Park

Motorcycle exhaust tuning

Active

British Plant Nursery Guide Limited

Wyastone Busness Park

Agriculture support

Under 10

Active

Britmatrix Engineering Limited

Wyastone Busness Park

Tools manufacturer

Under 10

Active

Butterfly Zoo

Wye Valley Visitor Centre

Holiday attraction

Cape Meridian Limited

Martins Grove Trading Estate

Cedars House Self Catering

Active

Private secuity activities

Under 10

Active

Llangrove Road

Self catering holidays

Under 10

Active

Charterhouse Portfolio Management

Crockers Ash

Wealth Management

1

Active

Che Online Limited

Wyastone Busness Park

Technical Education

Under 10

Active

CJP Broadcast Service Solutions

Stoney Hill Business Park

Visual equipment supplier

2

Active

Complete Stone Flooring

Martins Grove Trading Estate

Stone supplier

Active

Crown Hotel

Llangrove Road

Public house

Active

Daff Y Nant Service Station

A40 Southbound

Service station

Active

Danter’s Amusements

Symonds Yat Leisure Park

Amusement arcade

Active

Dental Technicians

Lewstone

Discovery Music And Vision Limited

Wyastone Busness Park

Recorded music wholesaler

Under 10

Active

Dispensing Doctor It (Ddit) Ltd

Wyastone Busness Park

Accountants

?

Active

E & I Williams

The Doward

Dentures

Garden ornaments

Active
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Eager Vegan Ltd
Efkon Road Pricing
Element Urbanism LLP
English Symphony Orchestra Limited
Evolve Home Energy Solutions Ltd
Evotech Property Services Limited
Fernandez Consulting Limited
Ferrie Inn
Forte Music Distribution Limited

Martins Grove Trading Estate
Vegan food agents
Wyastone Busness Park
Traffic management
Wyastone Busness Park
?
Wyastone Busness Park
Wyastone Busness Park
Construction
Wyastone Busness Park
Business support activities
Wyastone Busness Park
Health activities
Symonds Yat West
Public house
Wyastone Busness Park
Recorded music wholesaler

Fulcrum Business Partners Ltd
GEA Refrigeration Components
Greenhouses
Hfmsalmonstone Ltd
Hoss Equine Ltd
Inspiremed Limited
Invitron Limited
Jolly Clothing Ltd
Jubilee Hedge Puzzle
JVB Supplies Limited
Keltruck Scania
Lazer Ops

Martins Grove Trading Estate
Stoney Hill Business Park
Goodrich Road (B4229)
Wyastone Busness Park
Wyastone Busness Park
Wyastone Busness Park
Wyastone Busness Park
Wyastone Busness Park
Wye Valley Visitor Centre
Wyastone Busness Park
Goodrich Road (B4229)
Wye Valley Visitor Centre

Legisafe Health & Safety Consultancy
Lowther A. J. and Sons
Meadow Walk Management (2) Limited
Mega Homeopathy (UK) Limited
Miniature Golf
Molly’s Café
Monmouth Memorials
Mortagon Imports

Old Monmouth Road
Goodrich Road (B4229)
Wyastone Busness Park
Wyastone Busness Park
Wye Valley Visitor Centre
Symonds Yat Leisure Park
Old Ross Roads
Old Monmouth Road

National Vehicle Rentals Lt

Martins Grove Trading Estate

Head Office activities
Refrigeration engineera
Fruit and vegetables
Media Equipment Leasing
Software developers
Technical activities
Clothing Manufacturers
Holiday attraction

Active
?
?

Under 10

Active
Active
Dormant
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

1

Active

2
Under 10
Under 10
Under 10

Active
Active
Active
?
Active
Active
Active
Active
Dormant
Active

Under 10
Under 10
Under 10

Scania Truck sppliers

Risk Management Consultant
Industrial Buildings
60
Letting agents
Under 10
Human health activities
Under 10
Holiday attraction
Café
Memorial stones
1
Furniture retailers
Car Rentals

Active

Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Closed down
Active
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Dormant
Active

Nimbus Foundation

Wyastone Busness Park

Charitable organisations

Norton House

Old Monmouth Road

Guest house

Nothing But The Grape Limited

Stoney Hill Business Park

NSG Group Ltd

Martins Grove Trading Estate

Sheet Glass

NVG-Diagnostics Ltd
Oasis Software Solutions Limited
Offa Systems
Orde House

Martins Grove Trading Estate
Wyastone Busness Park
Wyastone Busness Park
Llangrove Road

Motor vehicle repair
Leisure software
Business IT support
Guest house

1
Under 10
?

OSS Software Limited

Wyastone Busness Park

Computer software

?

Paddocks Hotel
Paradigm Events Ltd
Parva Motors
PCCS Books Ltd
Pillar Software Limited
Portland House
Primal Fitness Hub Ltd
Rec-Sport Ltd
Relay Automotive Limited
River Wye Camping
Ross-on Wye Canoe Hire
Self Store and More
Seryn Electrical Limited
Shires Chiropractic
South Hereford Motor Caravan Centre
Sport & Fitness Flooring Ltd
Sterretts Caravans
Steve Robins Motor Repairs
Symanix Limited
Teachers Resource Centre Ltd
Terry Roberts Transport

Symonds Yat West
Public house
Wyastone Busness Park
?
Goodrich Road (B4229)
Used cars
Wyastone Busness Park
Publishers
Wyastone Busness Park
Computer software
Llangrove Road
Guest house
Wyastone Busness Park
Sports activities
Wyastone Busness Park
Martins Grove Trading Estate
Motor vehicle repair
Symonds Yat Leisure Park
Camp site
Symonds Yat Leisure Park
Canoe hire
Stoney Hill Business Park
Martins Grove Trading Estate
Electrical goods
Martins Grove Trading Estate
Chiroposist
Goodrich Road (B4229)
Motorhomes
Wyastone Busness Park
Floor and Wall Coverings
Symonds Yat Leisure Park
Caravan Park
Little Doward
Car maintenance
Wyastone Busness Park
Computer software
Wyastone Busness Park
Publishers
Crockers Ash
Freight transport

Wine wholesaleres

4

Active
Active

?
?
?

Under 10
1

Under 10

Under 10
Under 10

Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

Active
?
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Dormant
Active
Active
Active
Dormant
Active
Moved away
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
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The Old Court Hotel

Symonds Yat West

The Potting Shed

Old Monmouth Road

Tiger Computing Ltd

Wyastone Busness Park

Truck Stop Servce Station

A40 Northbound

Vertu Volkswagen

Hotel and restaurant

Active

Rrestaurant

Active

Computing consultants

Under 10

Active

Service station

Active

Goodrich Road (B4229)

New and used cars

Active

W.H. Polymers

Stoney Hill Business Park

?

Walkfeeling International Limited

Wyastone Busness Park

Plastics manufacturers
Human health activities

Whitchurch Dental Surgery

Symonds Yat West

Whitchurch House

3

Dormant

Dentists

Active

Church Lane

Care home

Active

Whitchurch MOT Centre

Old Ross Road

Car maintenance

Active

Wiltshire Farm Foods

Martins Grove Trading Estate

Food Deliveries

Woods of Whitchurch

The Square

Wyastone Estate Limited

Wyastone Busness Park

Wye Boiler Services

Sawpits lane

Wye Build

Old court Bank

Wye Canoes

Symonds Yat Leisure Park

Canoe hire

Active

Wye Knot

Symonds Yat West

Public house

Active

Wye Security Selutions

Wyastone Busness Park

Security Services

Wye Valley Cruises

Symonds Yat Leisure Park

River cruises

Yotism - Herefordshire

Llangrove Road

Yoga services

Village shop
Estate maintenance

6

Under 10

Active
Active and for
sale
Active

1

Active

5

Boiler servicing
Builder

?

Active
Active

1

Active
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Whitchurch and Ganarew Group Parish Council

Roger Smith

The Parish Council in May 2020.
Whitchurch and Ganarew group parish council has positions for 14 councillors,
12 of which represent Whitchurch and 2 of which represent Ganarew. At the
time of writing, there are 5 vacant positions with three people expressing
interest in joining the council once the coronavirus pandemic has passed.
The current parish councillors are:
Roger Smith (Chair)
Simeon Cole
Graham Litson
Sean McInerney
Sue Morris
Donna Powell
Jono Smith-Milne
Derek Williams (Vice Chair)
Tom Watson

Retired IT Project Manager
Contractor
Retired Licencing Manager, EDF Energy
Retired Security Consultant
Retired Teacher
Teaching Assistant
Hotelier (Licence Retail)
General Nuisance (his words, not mine!)
Farmer

Parish Clerk, Keith Shilton

Retired Group Director (Sales and Marketing)

The parish (together with the parishes of Goodrich and Walford) is represented
on Herefordshire Council by our ward councillor, Yolande Watson.
The group parish council usually meets monthly at the Memorial Hall,
excluding the months of January and August. In 2019, the council met twelve
times. Currently all meetings are suspended due to the coronavirus outbreak.
A large amount of time and resources are invested in maintenance work to
help to keep our parish tidy and roads clear from flooding. Schedules operate
for summer (which includes grass cutting and verges in defined areas) and
winter (which includes a major exercise purchasing, maintaining and
replenishing the numerous grit and salt bins especially on the Doward) and
inspecting/remaking the drainage grip channels to prevent road flooding.
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Footpaths, of which we have some 45km, are regularly walked and inspected
by our appointed officers and reports prepared for maintenance work which
includes the replacement of footpath signs and way marker posts.

Great Doward Footpath

Hewlins Lane (hollow way)

All this work helps to keep our group parish attractive for residents and visitors
and supports tourism, of which our area has a growing industry and
investment.
Each year our council purchases and installs additional litter bins and dog bins
which are monitored and maintained on a regular, planned basis.
The last few years have seen some major innovations in the services provided
by the parish council.
All council business is now published online and the council has its own
website www.wagpc.org.uk which is being increasingly referenced by the
public. We also produce a periodical newsletter which is sent out via email.
The parish council now must be aware of and operate within the jurisdiction of
the Data Protection Act. We have not, as yet, grasped the nettle and started
holding council meetings remotely!
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The biggest investment in time and effort over the last 5 years has been the
planning and implementation of the Neighbourhood Development Plan. This
was drawn up by a steering group consisting of council members and
interested members of the public and chaired by councillor, Graham Litson. In
December 2019 the plan was agreed by referendum and now forms part of
Herefordshire’s statutory development plan.

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 2019

Patricia Lewis

In 2019, The Neighbourhood Plan has passed examination and
been adopted into the planning procedures within Herefordshire. It
can be viewed on the Parish Council website. Back around
2012/2013 a small group of residents worked on producing a
Parish Plan which was published in 2014 and from there the
same group with just a few changes went on to research and
formulate the neighbourhood scheme.
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Neighbourhood Plans were introduced by the government with The
Localism Act of 2011 to shape new development by saying where
it should be and what it should look like. It is a tool to assist in
the planning for housing.
Our parish had been deemed within Herefordshire to have to
accept 65 new homes over the period 2014-2031. It was for us
as a community to come up with the most viable plan.

82% of

those who voted for the final plan were in favour so it was
passed and finally adopted in December 2019.

Riverside walk - one of the many areas unaffected by the plans.
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Outdoor Leisure

Liz Morgan

This area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, understandably provides an
abundance of outdoor activities available to adults and children.
The Wye Valley has become one of the best known and most visited
landscapes in Southern Britain and tourism now supports approximately 15%
of the area’s employment.
At the time of writing, due to the Coronavirus outbreak, many of the planned
events mentioned below were unable to go ahead.
Exploring the Wye Valley on the water
On the river, you are able to see the landscape from a completely different
perspective; the joy of canoeing is that it takes you to stretches of the river you
cannot access on foot or in a vehicle. The river levels change frequently. There
is an automated telephone service called “River call” which provides
information on water levels for the River Wye. The river is at its most
dangerous when there are strong currents, high water levels or cold weather
conditions.
There are various canoe companies offering trips along the river, ranging from
half day courses to four days and there is also overnight camping available.
Launches are available at Symonds Yat West at Ye Olde Ferrie Inn and at
Symonds Yat East approximately 1km from the rapids.
Inspire 2 Adventure activities are based at Wyestone Business Park, just off the
A40. They are members of the IOL (Institute for Outdoor Learning) and provide
activities such as stand-up paddleboarding, gorge scrambling and canoeing.
Way2Go Adventures is a family-owned outdoor adventure and activity
company who offer a canoe and kayak trips along the river, stand-up paddle
boarding and raft building.
Wye Adventures, based at Symonds Yat West, provides canoe and kayak hire,
stand-up paddle boarding, climbing, gorge scrambling, bush craft courses,
orienteering, rafting and archery. They are Duke of Edinburgh approved
activity providers. During the months of March to October 2020, they planned
to host a number of Duke of Edinburgh award schemes, open to members of
the public, but due to the Coronavirus these had to be cancelled. Each
programme included two days training, a practice and qualifying expedition.
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The Wye Dean Canoe and Adventure Centre based at Symonds Yat East offers
a range of activities such as stand-up paddle boarding, raft building, climbing,
abseiling and caving sessions.
Biblins campsite

Biblins youth campsite is a Forestry commissioned site run by Woodcraft. The
Biblins campsite provides a back to basics experience for children, young
people and community groups. Many schools use this area for Duke of
Edinburgh expeditions and other groups stay on site whilst engaging in
outdoor activities and Environmental Education. Camp koodoo a new
development in 2019 is a ready built camp that will allow groups without their
own equipment to enjoy the pleasures of camping. It provides four large bell
tents to accommodate 32 people, plus two leader’s tents. A marquee for
dining and a fully equipped filed kitchen is available. The Burrow is a new
unique 19 bed purpose built accommodation which is built into the hillside to
provide indoor accommodation which can also become outdoors as the roof
opens.
Calendar dates for 2020 include an annual gathering and common ground pre
camp on 29th to 31st May. From 1st to 11th August, there is an international
camp.
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Wye Valley River Festival
The Wye Valley River Festival takes place every two years and this year is due
to be from 2nd to 17th May. The festival covers an area from Hereford along the
river to Symonds Yat and will be exploring the theme of ‘Time’ with naturalists,
geologists, historians, artists, performing musicians, singers and walkers.
Visitors will be offered the chance to run with wolves, enjoy the magic of cloud
appreciation and explore the Fairground of Time among other events.
Camping facilities are available at The Doward campsite, which is close to King
Arthur’s cave. This cave was recently the location for the filming of King
Arthur: Legend of the Sword, directed by Guy Ritchie and staring Jude Law
among others.
Walks in the Wye Valley
In the area, there is a view point at Yat rock, where there is also a log cabin
café providing refreshments (closed due to Coronavirus). There are various
walks available including: Head for the Hillforts, which discovers the heritage of
the Wye Valley based on four themes: Hillforts, Hidden Industry, River
Connections and Viewpoints.
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Wild Water Swimming
Angela Jones specialises in wild water swimming. These events are open to
anyone over the age of 16. The adventure tester days include trail running and
kayaking.

Recent article in Western Mail 21/03/2020
Wye Valley Mountain Bikes
offer a means to explore the many woodland tracks and cycle paths.
Wye Valley Beano 2020
This group is offering three days of cycle route rides into the Wye Valley: Friday
28th August to 1st September.
Kingfisher Cruises
in ‘normal times’ provide a 40-minute informative cruise along the River Wye.
The Wye Valley Visitor Centre at Symonds Yat West
in ‘normal times’ offers facilities including: the hedge maze, miniature golf and
the butterfly zoo, but all of these are closed at this time.
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Exhibitions

Patricia Lewis

One of the objectives of The Whitchurch and Ganarew History Society (WAGS)
is to disseminate information about the history of the area and this has been
done through Exhibitions.

Tourism on the Wye

A wonderful exhibition was held in July 2019 in the Memorial Hall, Whitchurch,
thanks to a huge amount of research by three members of WAGS, our local
history group, now in its sixth year. Gerald Gardiner (retired boatman on the
Wye at Symonds Yat), Gail Ferrigan and Rachel Clark worked for over a year
sifting material, writing many informative passages and mounting pictures
from the past. The result was much admired and appreciated by both local
people and visitors from further afield. In fact it was so popular that it was
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further displayed at the records office in Hereford and in the Ross library. A
copy of some 70-odd exhibits can be found online at "wagshistory.com" and in
our local archives in the Memorial Hall.

The Tourism exhibition at The Ross Library (left) and at HARC (right)

Below is an exhibit from the exhibition showing one of the hotels that existed
back in the middle of the 20th century. I draw your attention to the selection
of the menu prices which seem favourable.
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More photos from the exhibition in the Whitchurch Memorial Hall:

This exhibition set the scene for a much wider series of events to be held in
communities from Ross-on -Wye to Chepstow to celebrate the 250th
anniversary of the Wye Tour, undertaken by John Gilpin in 1770. The Gilpin
2020 Festival was officially launched by Prince Charles in Ross-on-Wye in
November 2019, an event that celebrates the town’s role as the birthplace of
British tourism.
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Exhibition: 150 Years of The Ross Gazette
Doward Lanes

Patricia Lewis

Following the theme of exhibitions in 2019, this was an entry that I produced
for an exhibition held at Ross on Wye library on 150 Years of The Ross Gazette.
The exhibition focused not just on the Ross Gazette but also on general history
of the area.
As an incomer to the area in 2012, I was intrigued by some of the names given
to local lanes so tried to find out what I could.
The Doward in South Herefordshire has many a strange, unusual ‘odonym’ (an
odonym is an identifying name given to a street). They can give an insight into
the lives of past peoples of the area and can be helpful when read in
conjunction with the census.
Whereas some lanes on the Doward take their names from the landscape (e.g.
Wye View Lane), many others indicate historical economic activity and were
obviously named for the type of commerce or industry.

Sawpitts Lane, Black Stone Kilns Lane, Mine Pitts Lane and Ashes Lane together
with the Drag Road all link in some way to the production of lime since the
Doward is covered with ancient limekilns that capitalized on local resources of
limestone and charcoal from the woodlands.
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Well Vale Lane, Meeks Well Lane and the two pictured below show the
presence of water used for many purposes, one of which was to provide
drinking water for the mules used as pack animals. There is an old mule track
in evidence on the Doward.

We also have the interesting ‘coffin slide’, so called as it was used to lower
coffins down to the river and then on to the cemetery for burial. The boats too
were used for moving coffins.
Back on top of the Doward, you can find Leaping Stocks Road, believed to have
been linked to punishments for various offences and the possibility of the
presence of a house of correction although more investigation is required
here. Not far away on the Llangrove Road out of Whitchurch is a crossroads
where a gibbet once stood and the punishment there was to be placed in a
cage just big enough for one and then hung from the gibbet until death.
If you have the time to explore, try the Doward. An interesting place for a long
but hilly walk that can be enjoyed covering many miles backtracking over the
top and at Symonds Yat West.
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The Mysteries of the Lewstone Estate

John Blows

It took a year and a half of research and another six months to put it all
together and publish – a two year project. When the local historical
association started up, all the members chose a subject to research and to
report on their findings. I knew immediately what that subject would be for
me.
Some time previously, my wife and I had come upon Lewstone Mill and Farm
whilst exploring the country lanes in the parish and were fascinated by the
obvious antiquity of the estate – I have been able to date it as far back as the
1400s. It is so tucked away that most of today’s parishioners would not know
just where it is.
The most interesting owner of the estate was Sir William Wynter (1528-1589),
a flamboyant character achieving high rank in the new navy and playing a
prominent part in defeating the Spanish armada.
I found that there had never been any published records for the estate and I
resolved to put that right for the benefit of posterity. For the unanswered
“Mysteries” you will have to read the book - available from Woods of
Whitchurch.
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Many thanks to
Tom Drury
Core Architecture
tom@core-architecture.com
m. 0759 00 33 034
for printing and binding our scrapbook

